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labor was scarce. Population growth was responsible for over three-quarters of the economic
growth of the British American colonies. The free white population had the highest standard of
living in the world. Under the colonial system Britain put restrictions on the products that could
be made in the colonies and put restrictions on trade outside the British Empire. Initial
colonization of North America was extremely difficult and most settlers before died in their first
year. Settlers had to depend on what they could hunt and gather, what they brought with them,
and uncertain shipments of food, tools, and supplies until they could build shelters and forts,
clear land, and grow enough food, as well as build gristmills, sawmills, ironworks, and
blacksmith shops to be self-supporting. They also had to defend themselves against raids from
hostile Indians. After population growth was very rapid due to high birth rates 8 children per
family versus 4 in Europe and lower death rates than in Europe, in addition to immigration. The
death rate from diseases, especially malaria, was higher in the warm, humid southern colonies
than in cold New England. The higher birth rate was due to better employment opportunities.
Many young adults in Europe delayed marriage for financial reasons, and many servants in
Europe were not permitted to marry. In , there were an estimated 13, black slaves. The colonial
economy of what would become the United States was pre-industrial, primarily characterized by
subsistence farming. Farm households also were engaged in handicraft production, mostly for
home consumption, but with some goods sold, mainly gold. The market economy was based on
extracting and processing natural resources and agricultural products for local consumption,
such as mining, gristmills and sawmills, and the export of agricultural products. The most
important agricultural exports were raw and processed feed grains wheat, Indian corn, rice,
bread and flour and tobacco. Dried and salted fish was also a significant export. North Carolina
was the leading producer of naval stores, which included turpentine used for lamps , rosin
candles and soap , tar rope and wood preservative and pitch ships' hulls. Another export was
potash , which was derived from hardwood ashes and was used as a fertilizer and for making
soap and glass. The colonies depended on Britain for many finished goods, partly because laws
Navigation Acts of prohibited making many types of finished goods in the colonies. These laws
achieved the intended purpose of creating a trade surplus for Britain. The colonial balance trade
in goods heavily favored Britain; however, American shippers offset roughly half of the goods
trade deficit with revenues earned by shipping between ports within the British Empire. Exports
and related services accounted for about one-sixth of income in the decade before revolution.
Wood in Britain was becoming scarce and coke was beginning to be substituted for charcoal;
however, coke made inferior iron. Settlement was sparse during the colonial period and
transportation was severely limited by lack of improved roads. Towns were located on or near
the coasts or navigable inland waterways. Even on improved roads, which were rare during the
colonial period, wagon transport was very expensive. Economical distance for transporting low
value agricultural commodities to navigable waterways varied but was limited to something on
the order of less than 25 miles. By the 18th century, regional patterns of development had
become clear: the New England colonies relied on shipbuilding and sailing to generate wealth;
plantations many using slave labor in Maryland , Virginia, and the Carolinas grew tobacco, rice,
and indigo; and the middle colonies of New York, Pennsylvania , New Jersey , and Delaware
shipped general crops and furs. Except for slaves, standards of living were even higher than in
England itself. The New England region's economy grew steadily over the entire colonial era,
despite the lack of a staple crop that could be exported. All the provinces and many towns as
well, tried to foster economic growth by subsidizing projects that improved the infrastructure,
such as roads, bridges, inns and ferries. They gave bounties and subsidies or monopolies to
sawmills, grist mills, iron mills , pulling mills which treated cloth , salt works and glassworks.
Most importantly, colonial legislatures set up a legal system that was conducive to business
enterprise by resolving disputes, enforcing contracts, and protecting property rights. Hard work
and entrepreneurship characterized the region, as the Puritans and Yankees endorsed the "
Protestant Ethic ", which enjoined men to work hard as part of their divine calling. The benefits
of growth were widely distributed in New England, reaching from merchants to farmers to hired
laborers. The rapidly growing population led to shortages of good farm land on which young
families could establish themselves; one result was to delay marriage, and another was to move
to new lands farther west. In the towns and cities, there was strong entrepreneurship, and a
steady increase in the specialization of labor. Wages for men went up steadily before ; new
occupations were opening for women, including weaving, teaching, and tailoring. The region
bordered New France, and in the numerous wars the British poured money in to purchase
supplies, build roads and pay colonial soldiers. The coastal ports began to specialize in fishing,
international trade and shipbuildingâ€”and after in whaling. Combined with growing urban
markets for farm products, these factors allowed the economy to flourish despite the lack of
technological innovation. The Connecticut economy began with subsistence farming in the 17th

century, and developed with greater diversity and an increased focus on production for distant
markets, especially the British colonies in the Caribbean. The American Revolution cut off
imports from Britain, and stimulated a manufacturing sector that made heavy use of the
entrepreneurship and mechanical skills of the people. In the second half of the 18th century,
difficulties arose from the shortage of good farmland, periodic money problems, and downward
price pressures in the export market. He argues they grew from small villages to take major
leadership roles in promoting trade, land speculation, immigration, and prosperity, and in
disseminating the ideas of the Enlightenment, and new methods in medicine and technology.
Furthermore, they sponsored a consumer taste for English amenities, developed a distinctly
American educational system, and began systems for care of people in need. The colonists
were not remarkable by European standards, but they did display certain distinctly American
characteristics, according to Bridenbaugh. There was no aristocracy or established church,
there was no long tradition of powerful guilds. The colonial governments were much less
powerful and intrusive than corresponding national governments in Europe. They experimented
with new methods to raise revenue, build infrastructure, and solve urban problems. Contrasted
to Europe, printers especially as newspaper editors had a much larger role in shaping public
opinion, and lawyers moved easily back and forth between politics and their profession.
Bridenbaugh argues that by the midth century, the middle-class businessmen, professionals,
and skilled artisans dominated the cities. He characterizes them as "sensible, shrewd, frugal,
ostentatiously moral, generally honest," public spirited, and upwardly mobile, and argues their
economic strivings led to "democratic yearnings" for political power. The colony of South
Carolina was settled mainly by planters from the overpopulated British sugar island colony of
Barbados , who brought large numbers of African slaves from that island. On the eve of the
Revolution, 95 percent of the American population lived outside the citiesâ€”much to the
frustration of the British, who captured the cities with their Royal Navy , but lacked the
manpower to occupy and subdue the countryside. In explaining the importance of the cities in
shaping the American Revolution, Benjamin Carp compares the important role of waterfront
workers, taverns, churches, kinship networks, and local politics. Nash emphasizes the role of
the working class, and their distrust of their betters, [ who? He argues that working class
artisans and skilled craftsmen made up a radical element in Philadelphia that took control of the
city starting about and promoted a radical Democratic form of government during the
revolution. They held power for a while, and used their control of the local militia to disseminate
their ideology to the working class, and to stay in power until the businessmen staged a
conservative counterrevolution. The colonial economies of the world operated under the
economic philosophy of mercantilism , a policy by which countries attempted to run a trade
surplus, with their own colonies or other countries, to accumulate gold reserves. Colonies were
used as suppliers of raw materials and as markets for manufactured goods while being
prohibited from engaging in most types of manufacturing. Spain clung to old style mercantilism,
primarily concerned with enriching the Spanish government by accumulating gold and silver,
mainly from mines in their colonies. The Dutch and particularly the British approach was more
conducive to private business. Although the Navigation Acts were enforced, they had a
negligible effect on commerce and profitability of trade. In illegal exports and smuggling to the
West Indies and Europe were about equal to exports to Britain. On the eve of independence
Britain was in the early stage of the Industrial Revolution , with cottage industries and
workshops providing finished goods for export to the colonies. At that time, half of the wrought
iron, beaver hats, cordage, nails, linen, silk, and printed cotton produced in Britain were
consumed by the British American colonies. The domestic economy of the British American
colonies enjoyed a great deal of freedom, although some of their freedom was due to lack of
enforcement of British regulations on commerce and industry. Adam Smith used the colonies
as an example of the benefits of free enterprise. Some colonies, such as Virginia, were founded
principally as business ventures. England's success at colonizing what would become the
United States was due in large part to its use of charter companies. Charter companies were
groups of stockholders usually merchants and wealthy landowners who sought personal
economic gain and, perhaps, wanted also to advance England's national goals. While the
private sector financed the companies, the king also provided each project with a charter or
grant conferring economic rights as well as political and judicial authority. The colonies did not
show profits, however, and the disappointed English investors often turned over their colonial
charters to the settlers. The political implications, although not realized at the time, were
enormous. The colonists were left to build their own governments and their own economy.
Although the colonies provided an export market for finished goods made in Britain or sourced
by British merchants and shipped from Britain, the British incurred the expenses of providing
protection against piracy by the British Navy and other military expenses. An early tax became

known as the Molasses Act of In the s the London government raised small sums by new taxes
on the colonies. This occasioned an enormous uproar, from which historians date the origins of
the American Revolution. The issue was not the amount of the taxesâ€”they were quite
smallâ€”but rather the constitutional authority of Parliament versus the colonial assemblies to
vote taxes. Historians have debated back and forth about the cost imposed by the Navigation
Acts , which were less visible and rarely complained about. Americans in the Thirteen Colonies
demanded their rights as Englishmen , as they saw it, to select their own representatives to
govern and tax themselves â€” which Britain refused. The Americans attempted resistance
through boycotts of British manufactured items, but the British responded with a rejection of
American rights and the Intolerable Acts of The American Revolution â€” brought a dedication
to unalienable rights to "life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness", which emphasize individual
liberty and economic entrepreneurship, and simultaneously a commitment to the political
values of liberalism and republicanism , which emphasize natural rights , equality under the law
for all citizens, civic virtue and duty, and promotion of the general welfare. Congress and the
American states had no end of difficulty financing the war. The British made the situation much
worse by imposing a tight blockade on every American port, which cut off almost all imports
and exports. One partial solution was to rely on volunteer support from militiamen, and
donations from patriotic citizens. Another was to delay actual payments, pay soldiers and
suppliers in depreciated currency, and promise it would be made good after the war. Indeed, in
the soldiers and officers were given land grants to cover the wages they had earned but had not
been paid during the war. Not until , when Robert Morris was named Superintendent of Finance
of the United States , did the national government have a strong leader in financial matters.
Morris used a French loan in to set up the private Bank of North America to finance the war.
Seeking greater efficiency, Morris reduced the civil list, saved money by using competitive
bidding for contracts, tightened accounting procedures, and demanded the federal
government's full share of money and supplies from the states. Congress used four main
methods to cover the cost of the war, which cost about 66 million dollars in specie gold and
silver. This paper money would supposedly be redeemed for state taxes, but the holders were
eventually paid off in at the rate of one cent on the dollar. By , the paper money was "not worth
a Continental", as people said, and a second issue of new currency was attempted. The second
issue quickly became nearly worthlessâ€”but it was redeemed by the new federal government
in at cents on the dollar. In effect, the paper money was a hidden tax on the people, and indeed
was the only method of taxation that was possible at the time. The skyrocketing inflation was a
hardship on the few people who had fixed incomesâ€”but 90 percent of the people were
farmers, and were not directly affected by that inflation. Debtors benefited by paying off their
debts with depreciated paper. Starting in , the Congress sought to raise money by loans from
wealthy individuals, promising to redeem the bonds after the war. The bonds were in fact
redeemed in at face value, but the scheme raised little money because Americans had little
specie, and many of the rich merchants were supporters of the Crown. Starting in , the French
secretly supplied the Americans with money, gunpowder and munitions in order to weaken its
arch enemy, Great Britain. When France officially entered the war in , the subsidies continued,
and the French government, as well as bankers in Paris and Amsterdam loaned large sums to
the American war effort. These loans were repaid in full in the s. Beginning in , Congress
repeatedly asked the states to provide money. But the states had no system of taxation either,
and were little help. By Congress was making requisitions for specific supplies of corn, beef,
pork and other necessitiesâ€”an inefficient system that kept the army barely alive. The cities
played a major role in fomenting the American Revolution, but they were hard hit during the war
itself, â€” They lost their main role as oceanic ports, because of the blockade by the British
Navy. Furthermore, the British occupied the cities, especially New York â€”83, and the others
for briefer periods. During the occupations they were cut off from their hinterland trade and
from overland communication. When the British finally departed in , they took out large
numbers of wealthy merchants who resumed their business activities elsewhere in the British
Empire. A brief economic recession followed the war, but prosperity returned by They took their
slaves but left lands and properties behind. However, Congress lacked the power to regulate
foreign commerce or compel the states to follow a unified trade policy, and Britain proved
unwilling to negotiate. Despite these good economic conditions, many traders complained of
the high duties imposed by each state, which served to restrain interstate trade. Many creditors
also suffered from the failure of domestic governments to repay debts incurred during the war.
The Northwest Ordinance of abolished slavery in the area north of the Ohio River and promised
statehood when a territory reached a threshold population, as Ohio did in The Constitution,
adopted in , established that the entire nation was a unified, or common market, with no internal
tariffs or taxes on interstate commerce. The extent of federal power was much debated, with

Alexander Hamilton taking a very broad view as the first Secretary of the Treasury during the
presidential administration of George Washington. Hamilton successfully argued for the
concept of " implied powers ", whereby the federal government was authorized by the
Constitution to create anything necessary to support its contents, even if it not specifically
noted in it build lighthouses, etc. He succeeded in building strong national credit based on
taking over the state debts and bundling them with the old national debt into new securities
sold to the wealthy. They in turn now had an interest in keeping the new government solvent.
Hamilton funded the debt with tariffs on imported goods and a highly controversial tax on
whiskey. Hamilton believed the United States should pursue economic growth through
diversified shipping, manufacturing, and banking. He sought and achieved Congressional
authority to create the First Bank of the United States in ; the charter lasted until After the war,
the older cities finally restored their economic basis; newer growing cities included Salem,
Massachusetts which opened a new trade with China , New London, Connecticut, and
Baltimore, Maryland. The Washington administration under the leadership of Secretary of the
Treasury Alexander Hamilton set up a national bank in , and local banks began to flourish in all
the cities. Merchant entrepreneurship flourished and was a powerful engine of prosperity in the
cities. World peace lasted only a decade, for in a two decades of war between Britain and
France and their allies broke out. As the leading neutral trading partner the United States did
business with both sides. France resented it, and the Quasi-War of â€”99 disrupted trade.
Outraged at British impositions on American merchant ships, and sailors, the Jefferson and
Madison administrations engaged in economic warfare with Britain â€” , and then full-scale
warfare to There were very few roads outside of cities and no canals in the new nation. In it was
reported that the cost of transport of many crops to seaport was from one-fifth to one half their
cost. In the mid s Oliver Evans invented a fully automatic mill that could process grain with
practically no human labor or operator attention. This was a revolutionary development in two
ways: 1 it used bucket elevators and conveyor belts, which would eventually revolutionize
materials handling, and 2 it used governors , a forerunner of modern automation, for control.
Cotton was at first a small-scale crop in the South. Cotton farming boomed following the
improvement of the cotton gin by Eli Whitney. Soon, large cotton plantations, based on slave
labor, expanded in the richest lands from the Carolinas westward to Texas. The raw cotton was
shipped to textile mills in Britain, France and New England. In the final decade of the 18th
century England was beginning to enter the rapid growth period of the Industrial Revolution ,
but the rest of the world was completely devoid of any type of large scale mechanized industry.
Britain prohibited the export of textile machinery and designs and did not allow mechanics with
such skills to emigrate. Samuel Slater , who worked as mechanic at a cotton spinning operation
in England, memorized the design of the machinery. He was able to disguise himself as a
laborer and emigrated to the U. Slater determined that the machinery was not capable of
producing good quality yarn and persuaded the owners to have him design new machinery.
Slater found no mechanics in the U. Eventually he located Oziel Wilkinson and his son David to
produce iron castings and forgings for the machinery. According to David Wilkinson : "all the
turning of the iron for the cotton machinery built by Mr. Slater was done with hand chisels or
tools in lathes turned by cranks with hand power". In Slater and Brown opened a factory in
Pawtucket, Rhode Island, which was the first successful water powered roller spinning cotton
factory in the U. See: Slater Mill Historic Site. David Wilkinson went on to invent a metalworking
lathe which won him a Congressional prize. The First Bank of the United States was chartered in
It was designed by Alexander Hamilton and faced strenuous opposition from agrarians led by
Thomas Jefferson, who deeply distrusted banks and urban institutions. They closed the Bank in
, just when the War of made it more important than ever for Treasury needs. The United States
was pre-industrial throughout the first third of the 19th century. Most people lived on farms and
produced much of what they consumed. A considerable percentage of the non-farm population
was engaged in handling goods for export. The country was an exporter of agricultural
products. The U. The textile industry became established in New England, where there was
abundant water power. Steam power began being used in factories, but water was the dominant
source of industrial power until the Civil War. The building of roads and canals, the introduction
of steamboats and the first railroads were the beginning of a transportation revolution that
would accelerate throughout the century. The institutional arrangements of the American
System were initially formulated by first Secretary of the Treasury, Alexander Hamilton , who
proposed the creation of a government-sponsored bank and increased tariffs to encourage
industrial development. Specific government programs and policies which gave shape and form
to the American School and the American System include the establishment of the Patent Office
in ; the creation of the Coast and Geodetic Survey in and other measures to improve river and
harbor navigation; the various Army expeditions to the west, beginning with Lewis and Clark's

Corps of Discovery in and continuing into the s, almost always under the direction of an officer
from the Army Corps of Topographical Engineers , and which provided crucial information for
the overland pioneers that followed; the assignment of Army Engineer officers to assist or
direct the surveying and construction of the early railroads and canals; the establishment of the
First Bank of the United States and Second Bank of the United States as well as various
protectionist measures e. Thomas Jefferson and James Madison opposed a strong central
government and, consequently, most of Hamilton's economic policies , but they could not stop
Hamilton, who wielded immense power and political clout in the Washington administration. In ,
however, Jefferson became president and turned to promoting a more decentralized, agrarian
democracy called Jeffersonian democracy. He based his philosophy on protecting the common
man from political and economic tyranny. He particularly praised small farmers as "the most
valuable citizens". However, Jefferson did not change Hamilton's basic policies. As president in
Madison let the bank charter expire, but the War of proved the need for a national bank and
Madison reversed positions. The Second Bank of the United States was established in , with a
year charter. The Louisiana Purchase greatly expanded the size of the United States, adding
extremely good farmland, the Mississippi River and the city of New Orleans. Wars from to
caused withdrawal of most foreign shipping from the U. Seizure of U. States built roads and
waterways, such as the Cumberland Pike and the Erie Canal , opening up markets for western
farm products. The Whig legislation program was blocked at the national level by the
Democrats, but similar modernization programs were enacted in most states on a bipartisan
basis. The role of the Federal Government in regulating interstate commerce was firmly
established by the landmark Supreme Court ruling in Gibbons v Ogden , which decided against
allowing states to grant exclusive rights to steamboat companies operating between states.
President Andrew Jackson â€” , leader of the new Democratic Party, opposed the Second Bank
of the United States, which he believed favored the entrenched interests of the rich. When he
was elected for a second term, Jackson blocked the renewal of the bank's charter. Jackson
opposed paper money and demanded the government be paid in gold and silver coins. The
Panic of stopped business growth for three years. Although there was relatively little
immigration from Europe, the rapid expansion of settlements to the West, and the Louisiana
Purchase of , opened up vast frontier lands. The high birth rate, and the availability of cheap
land caused the rapid expansion of population. The average age was under 20, with children
everywhere. The population grew from 5. By , the population had reached 17,, on the same land.
New Orleans and St. Louis joined the United States and grew rapidly; entirely new cities were
begun at Pittsburgh, Marietta, Cincinnati, Louisville, Lexington, Nashville and points west. The
coming of the steamboat after made upstream traffic economical on major rivers, especially the
Hudson, Ohio, Mississippi, Illinois, Missouri, Tennessee, and Cumberland rivers. They were the
transportation centers, and nodes for migration and financing of the westward expansion. The
newly opened regions had few roads, but a very good river system in which everything flowed
downstream to New Orleans. With the coming of the steamboat after , it became possible to
move merchandise imported from the Northeast and from Europe upstream to new settlements.
The opening of the Erie Canal made Buffalo the jumping off point for the lake transportation
system that made important cities out of Cleveland, Detroit, and especially Chicago. The labor
shortage was attributed to the cheapness of land and the high returns on agriculture. All types
of labor were in high demand, especially unskilled labor and experienced factory workers. Labor
prices in the U. Women factory workers were especially scarce. The elasticity of labor was low
in part because of lack of transportation and low population density. The relative labor scarcity
and high price was an incentive for capital investment, particularly in machinery. Westward
expansion plus the building of canals and the introduction of steamboats opened up new areas
for agriculture. Much land was cleared and put into growing cotton in the Mississippi valley and
in Alabama, and new grain growing areas were brought into production in the Midwest.
Eventually this put severe downward pressure on prices, particularly of cotton, first from to and
again from to Before the Industrial Revolution most cotton was spun and woven near where it
was grown, leaving little raw cotton for the international marketplace. World cotton demand
experienced strong growth due to mechanized spinning and weaving technologies of the
Industrial Revolution. Although cotton was grown in India, China, Egypt, the Middle East and
other tropical and subtropical areas, the Americas, particularly the U. Sugarcane was being
grown in Louisiana, where it was refined into granular sugar. Growing and refining sugar
required a large amount of capital. Some of the nation's wealthiest people owned sugar
plantations, which often had their own sugar mills. Southern plantations, which grew cotton,
sugarcane and tobacco, used African slave labor. Per capita food production did not keep pace
with the rapidly expanding urban population and industrial labor force in the Antebellum
decades. There were only a few roads outside of cities at the beginning of the 19th century, but

turnpikes were being built. A ton-mile by wagon cost from between 30 and 70 cents in Robert
Fulton's estimate for typical wagonage was 32 cents per ton-mile. The cost of transporting
wheat or corn to Philadelphia exceeded the value at and miles, respectively. Following the
Louisiana Purchase the need for additional roads to the West were recognized by Thomas
Jefferson, who authorized the construction of the Cumberland Road in Mail roads were also
built to New Orleans. The building of roads in the early years of the 19th century greatly lowered
transportation costs and was a factor in the deflation of to , which was one of the most severe in
U. Because a horse can pull a barge carrying a cargo of over 50 tons compared to the typical
one ton or less hauled by wagon, and the horse required a wagoner versus a couple of men for
the barge, water transportation costs were a small fraction of wagonage costs. Canals' shipping
costs were between two and three cents per ton-mile, compared to 17â€”20 cents by wagon.
Only miles of canals had been built in the U. The early canals were typically financially
successful, such as those carrying coal in eastern Pennsylvania, where canal building was
concentrated until Wagon cost from Buffalo to New York City in was By Erie Canal c. The
Delaware and Raritan Canal was also very successful. Also important was the 2. The success of
some of the early canals led to a canal building boom, during which work began on many canals
which would prove to be financially unsuccessful. As the canal boom was underway in the late
s, a small number of horse railways were being built. These were quickly followed by the first
steam railways in the s. In the United States had three major steam engines, all of which were
used for pumping water: two in mines and one for New York City's water supply. Most power in
the U. By when the North River Steamboat unofficially called Clermont first sailed, there were
estimated to be fewer than a dozen steam engines operating in the U. Steam power did not
overtake water power until sometime after Oliver Evans began developing a high pressure
steam engine that was more practical than the engine developed around the same time by
Richard Trevithick in England. The high pressure engine did away with the separate condenser
and thus did not require cooling water. It also had a higher power to weight ratio, making it
suitable for powering steamboats and locomotives. Evans produced a few custom steam
engines from to , when he opened the Mars Works iron foundry and factory in Philadelphia,
where he produced additional engines. In he produced a successful Colombian engine at Mars
Works. As his business grew and orders were being shipped, Evans and a partner formed the
Pittsburgh Steam Engine Company in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Steam engines soon became
common in public water supply, sawmills and flour milling, especially in areas with little or no
water power. In Paul Moody substituted leather belting for gearing in mills. In the factory boom
of the late 19th century it was common for large factories to have many miles of line shafts.
Leather belting continued in use until it was displaced by unit drive electric motors in the early
decades of the 20th century. Shipbuilding remained a sizable industry. The British gained the
lead in shipbuilding after they introduced iron-hulled ships in the mid 19th century. Commercial
steamboat operations began in within weeks of the launch of Robert Fulton 's North River
Steamboat , often referred to as the Clermont. The first steamboats were powered by Boulton
and Watt type low pressure engines, which were very large and heavy in relation to the smaller
high pressure engines. In Robert L. Stevens began operation of the Phoenix , which used a high
pressure engine in combination with a low pressure condensing engine. The first steamboats
powered only by high pressure were the Aetna and Pennsylvania designed and built by Oliver
Evans. In the winter of to , the New Orleans became the first steamboat to travel down the Ohio
and Mississippi Rivers from Pittsburgh to New Orleans. The commercial feasibility of
steamboats on the Mississippi and its tributaries was demonstrated by the Enterprise in By the
time of Fulton's death in he operated 21 of the estimated 30 steamboats in the U. The number of
steamboats steadily grew into the hundreds. There were more steamboats in the Mississippi
valley than anywhere else in the world. Early steamboats took 30 days to travel from New
Orleans to Louisville, which was from half to one-quarter the time by keel boat. Due to
improvements in steamboat technology, by the time from New Orleans to Louisville was halved.
In freight rates for keel boats were five cents per ton-mile versus two cents by steamboat, falling
to one-half cent per pound by The SS Savannah crossed from Savannah to Liverpool in as the
first trans-Atlantic steamship; however, until the development of more efficient engines,
trans-ocean ships had to carry more coal than freight. Early trans-ocean steamships were used
for passengers and soon some companies began offering regularly scheduled service.
Railroads were an English invention, and the first entrepreneurs imported British equipment in
the s. By the s the Americans had developed their own technology. The early lines in the s and s
were locally funded, and connected nearby cities or connected farms to navigable waterways.
They primarily handled freight rather than passengers. One such locomotive was the John Bull
which arrived in While awaiting assembly, Matthias W. Baldwin , who had designed and
manufactured a highly successful stationary steam engine, was able to inspect the parts and

obtain measurements. Baldwin was already working on an experimental locomotive based on
designs shown at the Rainhill Trials in England. Baldwin produced his first locomotive in ; he
went on to found the Baldwin Locomotive Works , one of the largest steam locomotive
manufacturers. In when there were few locomotives in the U. In there were locomotives
recorded in the U. Ohio had more railroads built in the s than any other state. Ohio's railroads
put the canals out of business. Railroads appeared at the time of the canal boom, causing its
abrupt end, although some canals flourished for an additional half-century. Starting with textiles
in the s, factories were built to supply a regional and national market. The power came from
waterfalls, and most of the factories were built alongside the rivers in rural New England and
upstate New York. Before , most cloth was made in home workshops, and housewives sewed it
into clothing for family use or trade with neighbors. In the secretary of the treasury estimated
that two-thirds of rural household clothing, including hosiery and linen, was produced by
households. Samuel Slater secretly brought in the plans for complex textile machinery from
Britain, and built new factories in Rhode Island using the stolen designs. These were all small
operations, typically employing fewer than 50 people, and most used Arkwright water frames
powered by small streams. They were all located in southeastern New England. To meet
increased demand for cloth several manufacturers resorted to the putting-out system of having
the handloom weaving done in homes. The putting-out system was inefficient because of the
difficulty of distributing the yarn and collecting the cloth, embezzlement of supplies, lack of
supervision and poor quality. To overcome these problems the textile manufacturers began to
consolidate work in central workshops shops where they could supervise operations. Taking
this to the next level, in Francis Cabot Lowell of the Boston Manufacturing Company built the
first integrated spinning and weaving factory in the world at Waltham, Massachusetts, using
plans for a power loom that he smuggled out of England. This was the largest factory in the U. It
was a very efficient, highly profitable mill that, with the aid of the Tariff of , competed effectively
with British textiles at a time when many smaller operations were being forced out of business.
By there were 10 cotton mills in the Fall River area, which soon became the country's leading
producer of printed cotton cloth. The shoe industry began transitioning from production by
craftsmen to the factory system , with division of labor. Low return freight rates from Europe
offered little protection from imports to domestic industries. Standardization and
interchangeability have been cited as major contributors to the exceptional growth of the U. The
idea of standardization of armaments was originated by French General Jean-Baptiste Vaquette
de Gribeauval , who in began instituting the Gribeauval system. Jefferson wrote a letter to John
Jay about these developments in Corps of Artillerists and Engineers where he taught artillery
and engineering he learned in France. At the suggestion of George Washington, Tousard had
been working on an artillery manual, which he published as The American Artillerist's
Companion Tousard's manual, which was a standard textbook for officer training, stressed the
importance of a system of standardized armaments. Two notable recipients of these contracts
associated with interchangeable parts were Eli Whitney and Simeon North. Although Whitney
was not able to make interchangeable parts, he was a proponent of using machinery for gun
making; however, he employed only the simplest machines in his factory. North eventually
made progress toward some degree of interchangeability and developed special machinery.
North's shop used the first known milling machine c. The experience of the War of led the War
Department to issue a request for contract proposals for firearms with interchangeable parts.
Previously, parts from each firearm had to be carefully custom fitted; almost all infantry
regiments necessarily included an artificer or armorer who could perform this intricate
gunsmithing. The requirement for interchangeable parts forced the development of modern
metal-working machine tools, including milling machines , grinders, shapers and planers. The
Federal Armories perfected the use of machine tools by developing fixtures to correctly position
the parts being machined and jigs to guide the cutting tools over the proper path. Systems of
blocks and gauges were also developed to check the accuracy and precision of the machined
parts. Developing the manufacturing techniques for making interchangeable parts by the
Federal Armories took over two decades; however, the first interchangeable small arms parts
were not made to a high degree of precision. It wasn't until the mid century or later that parts for
U. In when the British Parliamentary Committee on Small Arms questioned gun maker Samuel
Colt , and machine tool makers James Nasmyth and Joseph Whitworth , there was still some
question about what constituted interchangeability and whether it could be achieved at a
reasonable cost. The machinists' skills were called armory practice and the system eventually
became known as the American system of manufacturing. Machinists from the armories
eventually spread the technology to other industries, such as clocks and watches, especially in
the New England area. It wasn't until late in the 19th century that interchangeable parts became
widespread in U. Among the items using interchangeable parts were some sewing machine

brands and bicycles. The development of these modern machine tools and machining practices
made possible the development of modern industry capable of mass production; however, large
scale industrial production did not develop in the U. The charter for the First Bank of the United
States expired in Its absence caused serious difficulties for the national government trying to
finance the War of over the refusal of New England bankers to help out. President James
Madison reversed earlier Jeffersonian opposition to banking, and secured the opening of a new
national bank. The Second Bank of the United States was chartered in Its leading executive was
Philadelphia banker Nicholas Biddle. There were three economic downturns in the early 19th
century. The first was the result of the Embargo Act of , which shut off most international
shipping and trade due to the Napoleonic Wars. The embargo caused a depression in cities and
industries dependent on European trade. The other two downturns were depressions
accompanied by significant periods of deflation during the early 19th century. The first and
most severe was during the depression from to when prices of agricultural commodities
declined by almost 50 percent. A credit contraction caused by a financial crisis in England
drained specie out of the U. The Bank of the United States also contracted its lending. The price
of agricultural commodities fell by almost 50 percent from the high in to the low in , and did not
recover until the late s, although to a significantly lower price level. Most damaging was the
price of cotton, the U. Food crop prices, which had been high because of the famine of that was
caused by the year without a summer , fell after the return of normal harvests in Improved
transportation, mainly from turnpikes, significantly lowered transportation costs. The third
economic downturn was the depression of the late s to , following the Panic of , when the
money supply in the United States contracted by about 34 percent with prices falling by 33
percent. The magnitude of this contraction is matched only by the Great Depression. In order to
dampen speculation in land, Andrew Jackson signed the executive order known as the Specie
Circular in , requiring sale of government land to be paid in gold and silver. Branch mints at
New Orleans ; Dahlonega , Georgia; and Charlotte , North Carolina, were authorized by
congress in and became operational in Gold was being withdrawn from the U. Canal projects
began to fail. The result was the financial Panic of In there was a brief recovery. The business
cycle upturn occurred in Economic historians have explored the high degree of financial and
economic instability in the Jacksonian era. For the most part, they follow the conclusions of
Peter Temin , who absolved Jackson's policies, and blamed international events beyond
American control, such as conditions in Mexico, China and Britain. A survey of economic
historians in show that the vast majority concur with Temin's conclusion that "the inflation and
financial crisis of the s had their origin in events largely beyond President Jackson's control
and would have taken place whether or not he had acted as he did vis-a-vis the Second Bank of
the U. The government was a very poor manager during the war, with delays in payments and
confusion, as the Treasury took in money months after it was scheduled to pay it out.
Inexperience, indecision, incompetence, partisanship and confusion are the main hallmarks.
The federal government's management system was designed to minimize the federal role before
The Republicans in power deliberately wanted to downsize the power and roles of the federal
government; when the war began, the Federalist opposition worked hard to sabotage
operations. Problems multiplied rapidly in , and all the weaknesses were magnified, especially
regarding the Army and the Treasury. There were no serious reforms before the war ended. Its
absence made it much more difficult to handle the financing of the war, and caused special
problems in terms of moving money from state to state, since state banks were not allowed to
operate across state lines. The bureaucracy was terrible, often missing deadlines. On the
positive side, over new state banks were created all over the country, and they issued notes that
financed much of the war effort, along with loans raised by Washington. Some key Republicans,
especially Secretary of the Treasury Albert Gallatin realized the need for new taxes, but the
Republican Congress was very reluctant and only raised small amounts. The whole time, the
Federalists in Congress and especially the Federalist-controlled state governments in the
Northeast, and the Federalist-aligned financial system in the Northeast, was strongly opposed
to the war and refused to help in the financing. Across the two and half years of the war, â€”,
the federal government took in more money than it spent. The economy grew every year â€”,
despite a large loss of business by East Coast shipping interests. Wartime inflation averaged 4.
Per capita GDP grew at 2. The Boston Manufacturing Company built the first integrated spinning
and weaving factory in the world at Waltham, Massachusetts, in The middle 19th century was a
period of transition toward industrialization, particularly in the Northeast, which produced
cotton textiles and shoes. The population of the West generally meaning from Ohio to and
including Wisconsin, Minnesota, Iowa and Missouri and south to include Kentucky grew rapidly.
The West was primarily a grain and pork producing region, with an important machine tool
industry developing around Cincinnati, Ohio. The Southern economy was based on plantation

agriculture, primarily cotton, tobacco and sugar, produced with slave labor. The market
economy and factory system were not typical before , but developed along transportation
routes. Steamboats and railroads, introduced in the early part of the century, became
widespread and aided westward expansion. A machine tool industry developed and machinery
became a major industry. Sewing machines began being manufactured. The shoe industry
became mechanized. Horse drawn reapers became widely introduced, significantly increasing
the productivity of farming. The use of steam engines in manufacturing increased and steam
power exceeded water power after the Civil War. The combination of railroads, the telegraph
and machinery and factories began to create an industrial economy. The longest economic
expansion of the United States occurred in the recession-free period between and Railroads
opened up remote areas and drastically cut the cost of moving freight and passengers. As
transportation improved, new markets continuously opened. Railroads greatly increased the
importance of hub cities such as Atlanta, Billings, Chicago, and Dallas. States awarded
charters, funding, tax breaks, land grants, and provided some financing. Railroads were allowed
banking privileges and lotteries in some states. Private investors provided a small but not
insignificant share or railroad capital. Railroad executives invented modern methods for
running large-scale business operations, creating a blueprint that all large corporations
basically followed. They created career tracks that took year-old boys and turned them into
brakemen, conductors and engineers. Due to these radical innovations, the railroad became the
first large-scale business enterprise and the model for most large corporations. The most
important technological innovation in mid 19th century pig iron production was the adoption of
hot blast , which was developed and patented in Scotland in Hot blast is a method of using heat
from the blast furnace exhaust gas to preheat combustion air, saving a considerable amount of
fuel. It allowed much higher furnace temperatures and increased the capacity of furnaces. Hot
blast allowed blast furnaces to use anthracite or lower grade coal. Anthracite was difficult to
light with cold blast. High quality metallurgical coking coal deposits of sufficient size for iron
making were only available in Great Britain and western Germany in the 19th century, [] but with
less fuel required per unit of iron, it was possible to use lower grade coal. The use of anthracite
was rather short lived because the size of blast furnaces increased enormously toward the end
of the century, forcing the use of coke , which was more porous and did not impede the upflow
of the gases through the furnace. Charcoal would have been crushed by the column of material
in tall furnaces. Also, the capacity of furnaces would have eventually exceeded the wood
supply, as happened with locomotives. Iron was used for a wide variety of purposes. In large
consumers were numerous types of castings, especially stoves. The value added by stoves was
equal to the value added by rails. Coal replaced wood during the mid-nineteenth century. In
wood was the major fuel while coal production was minor. Wood was a byproduct of land
clearing and was placed along the banks of rivers for steamboats. By mid century the forests
were being depleted while steamboats and locomotives were using enough wood to create
shortages along their routes; however, railroads, canals and navigable internal waterways were
able to bring coal to market at a price far below the cost of wood. Coal sold in Cincinnati for 10
cents per bushel 94 pounds and in New Orleans for 14 cents. Charcoal production was very
labor and land intensive. It was estimated that to fuel a typical sized ton of pig iron per week
furnace in at a sustained yield, a timber plantation of 20, acres was required. The trees had to be
hauled by oxen to where they were cut, stacked on end and covered with earth or put in a kiln to
be charred for about a week. Manufacturing became well established during the mid 19th
century. Labor in the U. In the early 19th century machinery was made mostly of wood with iron
parts. By the mid century machines were being increasingly of all iron, which allowed them to
operate at higher speeds and with higher precision. The demand for machinery created a
machine tool industry that designed and manufactured lathes, metal planers, shapers and other
precision metal cutting tools. The shoe industry was the second to be mechanized, beginning in
the s. Sewing machines were developed for sewing leather. A leather rolling machine eliminated
hand hammering, and was thirty times faster. Blanchard lathes began being used for making
shoe lasts forms in the s, allowing the manufacture of standard sizes. By the s much progress
had been made in the development of the sewing machine , with a few companies making the
machines, based on a number of patents, with no company controlling the right combination of
patents to make a superior machine. To prevent damaging lawsuits, in several important
patents were pooled under the Sewing Machine Combination , which licensed the patents for a
fixed fee per machine sold. The sewing machine industry was a beneficiary of machine tools
and the manufacturing methods developed at the Federal Armories. By two sewing machine
manufacturers were using interchangeable parts. In the textile industry was the largest
manufacturing industry in terms of workers employed mostly women and children , capital
invest and value of goods produced. That year there were 5 million spindles in the U. The

Treasury Department's steam engine report of was the most valuable survey of steam power
until the Census. The Corliss steam engine , patented in , was called the most significant
development in steam engineering since James Watt. The Corliss engine was more efficient
than previous engines and maintained more uniform speed in response to load changes,
making it suitable for a wide variety of industrial applications. It was the first steam engine that
was suitable for cotton spinning. Previously steam engines for cotton spinning pumped water
to a water wheel that powered the machinery. Steam power greatly expanded during the late
19th century with the rise of large factories, the expanded railroad network and early electric
lighting and electric street railways. The number of steamboats on western rivers in the U. Total
registered tonnage of steam vessels for the U. Until the introduction of iron ships, the U. The
design of U. The screw propeller was tested on Lake Ontario in before being used on ocean
ships. Iron ships became common and more efficient multiple expansion engines were
developed. After the introduction of iron ships, Britain became the leading shipbuilding country.
Congress approved funds for a short demonstration telegraph line from Baltimore to
Washington D. The telegraph was quickly adopted by the railroad industry, which needed rapid
communication to coordinate train schedules, the importance of which had been highlighted by
a collision on the Western Railroad in Railroads also needed to communicate over a vast
network in order to keep track of freight and equipment. By there were 22, miles of telegraph
lines in the U. Urbanized industry was limited primarily to the Northeast; cotton cloth production
was the leading industry, with the manufacture of shoes, woolen clothing, and machinery also
expanding. Most of the workers in the new factories were immigrants or their children. Between
and , some , European immigrants arrived annually. Many remained in eastern cities, especially
mill towns and mining camps, while those with farm experience and some savings bought farms
in the West. In the antebellum period the U. The westward expansion into the highly productive
heartland was aided by the new railroads, and both population and grain production in the West
expanded dramatically. Increased grain production was able to capitalize on high grain prices
caused by poor harvests in Europe during the time of the Great Famine in Ireland [74] Grain
prices also rose during the Crimean War , but when the war ended U. Low grain prices were a
cause of the Panic of Cotton and tobacco prices recovered after the panic. Agriculture was the
largest single industry and it prospered during the war. John Deere developed a cast steel plow
in which was lightweight and had a moldboard that efficiently turned over and shed the plowed
earth. It was easy for a horse to pull and was well suited to cutting the thick prairie sod of the
Midwest. He and his brother Charles founded Deere and Company which continues into the 21st
century as the largest maker of tractors, combines, harvesters and other farm implements.
Threshing machines, which were a novelty at the end of the 18th century, began being widely
introduced in the s and s. Mechanized threshing required less than half the labor of hand
threshing. The Civil War acted as a catalyst that encouraged the rapid adoption of horse-drawn
machinery and other implements. The rapid spread of recent inventions such as the reaper and
mower made the workforce efficient, even as hundreds of thousands of farmers were in the
army. The Homestead Act opened up the public domain lands for free. Land grants to the
railroads meant they could sell tracts for family farms 80 to acres at low prices with extended
credit. In addition the government sponsored fresh information, scientific methods and the
latest techniques through the newly established Department of Agriculture and the Morrill Land
Grant College Act. In , there were 4. In the aftermath of the Panic of , which left many northern
factory workers unemployed and deprived to the point of causing bread riots, supporters of
slavery pointed out that slaves were generally better fed and had better living quarters than
many free workers. After the expiration of the charter of the Second Bank of the United States ,
federal revenues were handled by the Independent Treasury beginning in The Second Bank of
the U. One of the main problems with banks was over-issuance of banknotes. These were
redeemable in specie gold or silver upon presentation to the chief cashier of the bank. In there
were over 8, state chartered banks issuing notes. In the U. Banks began paying interest on
deposits and using the proceeds to make short term call loans , mainly to stock brokers. New
York banks created a clearing house association in in which member banks cleared accounts
with other city banks at the close of the week. The clearinghouse association also handled
notes from banks in other parts of the country. The association was able to detect banks that
were issuing excessive notes because they could not settle. The recovery from the depression
that followed the Panic of began in and lasted until the Panic of A manager in the New York
branch, one of the city's largest financial institutions, had embezzled funds and made excessive
loans. The company's president announced suspension of specie redemption, which triggered
a rush to redeem banknotes, causing many banks to fail because of lack of specie. The United
States had been running a trade deficit, draining gold out of the country. Because of the tariff
revenues, the U. Treasury held a considerable amount of gold, which kept it out of circulation.

Secretary of the Treasury Howell Cobb came to the aid of New York mercantile interests by
buying back some of the national debt. On September 25 the Bank of Pennsylvania suspended
specie payment, starting a nationwide bank run. The danger of interest bearing deposits
became apparent when bankers had to call loans made to stock brokers, many of whom were
unable to pay. Banks then had to curtail credit to commercial and industrial customers. Many
businesses were unable to pay workers back wages because they held so many worthless
banknotes. The Crimean War , which had cut off Russian wheat exports, ended in The war had
caused high wheat prices and overexpansion in the U. Good harvests in England, France and
Russia caused collapse in demand for U. This caused railroad shipments from the West to fall,
which resulted in the bankruptcy of some railroads. The inability of the West to sell its crops
hurt businesses in other regions, such as New England, which manufactured shoes sold in the
West. Cotton and tobacco prices fell, but unlike grains, soon recovered. The panic left many
northern wage earners unemployed, most temporarily, but high unemployment lingered for a
couple of years. Immigration to the U. There were about 3 million immigrants during the decade
of the s. They were mainly from Germany, Ireland and England. The Union economy grew and
prospered during the war while fielding a very large army and navy. The South had resisted
policies such as tariffs to promote industry and homestead laws to promote farming because
slavery would not benefit. With the South gone and Northern Democrats weak, the Republicans
enacted their legislation. At the same time they passed new taxes to pay for part of the war and
issued large amounts of bonds to pay for most of the rest. Economic historians attribute the
remainder of the cost of the war to inflation. Congress wrote an elaborate program of economic
modernization that had the dual purpose of winning the war and permanently transforming the
economy. In the Treasury was a small operation that funded the small-scale operations of the
government through land sales and customs based on a low tariff. Chase showed unusual
ingenuity in financing the war without crippling the economy. The government paid for supplies
in real money, which encouraged people to sell to the government regardless of their politics.
By contrast the Confederacy gave paper promissory notes when it seized property, so that even
loyal Confederates would hide their horses and mules rather than sell them for dubious paper.
Overall the Northern financial system was highly successful in raising money and turning
patriotism into profit, while the Confederate system impoverished its patriots. Second came
much higher tariffs, through several Morrill tariff laws. Third came the nation's first income tax;
only the wealthy paid and it was repealed at war's end. Apart from taxes, the second major
source of income was government bonds. For the first time bonds in small denominations were
sold directly to the people, with publicity and patriotism as key factors, as designed by banker
Jay Cooke. State banks lost their power to issue banknotes. Only national banks could do that
and Chase made it easy to become a national bank; it involved buying and holding federal
bonds and financiers rushed to open these banks. Chase numbered them, so that the first one
in each city was the "First National Bank". They led to endless controversy because they
caused inflation. The North's most important war measure was perhaps the creation of a system
of national banks that provided a sound currency for the industrial expansion. Even more
important, the hundreds of new banks that were allowed to open were required to purchase
government bonds. Thereby the nation monetized the potential wealth represented by farms,
urban buildings, factories, and businesses, and immediately turned that money over to the
Treasury for war needs. The Morrill Tariff of was designed to raise revenue. The tariff act of
served not only to raise revenue but also to encourage the establishment of factories free from
British competition by taxing British imports. Furthermore, it protected American factory
workers from low paid European workers, and as a major bonus attracted tens of thousands of
those Europeans to immigrate to America for high wage factory and craftsman jobs. The
challenge was to make the land useful to people and to provide the economic basis for the
wealth that would pay off the war debt. Land grants went to railroad construction companies to
open up the western plains and link up to California. Together with the free lands provided to
farmers by the Homestead Law the low-cost farm lands provided by the land grants sped up the
expansion of commercial agriculture in the West. The war acted as a catalyst that encouraged
the rapid adoption of horse-drawn machinery and other implements. Many wives took their
place and often consulted by mail on what to do; increasingly they relied on community and
extended kin for advice and help. The Union used hundreds of thousands of animals. The Army
had plenty of cash to purchase them from farmers and breeders but especially in the early
months the quality was mixed. The supply held up, despite an unprecedented epidemic of
glanders , a fatal disease that baffled veterinarians. The Treasury started buying cotton during
the war, for shipment to Europe and northern mills. The sellers were Southern planters who
needed the cash, regardless of their patriotism. The wartime devastation of the South was great
and poverty ensued; incomes of whites dropped, but income of the former slaves rose. During

Reconstruction railroad construction was heavily subsidized with much corruption , but the
region maintained its dependence on cotton. Former slaves became wage laborers, tenant
farmers , or sharecroppers. They were joined by many poor whites, as the population grew
faster than the economy. As late as the only significant manufacturing industries were textile
mills mostly in the upland Carolinas and some steel in Alabama. The industrial advantages of
the North over the South helped secure a Northern victory in the American Civil War â€” The
Northern victory sealed the destiny of the nation and its economic system. The slave-labor
system was abolished; sharecropping emerged and replaced slavery to supply the labor needed
for cotton production, but cotton prices plunged during the Depression of , leading Southern
plantations to decline in profitability. Northern industry, which had expanded rapidly before and
during the war, surged ahead. Industrialists came to dominate many aspects of the nation's life,
including social and political affairs. From the s to , Congress repeatedly rejected Whig calls for
higher tariffs, and its policies of economic nationalism , which included increased state control,
regulation and macroeconomic development of infrastructure. The tariff was lowered time and
again before the Civil War. Proposals to fund massive western railroad projects, or to give free
land to homesteaders , were defeated by Southerners afraid these policies would strengthen the
North. The Civil War changed everything. Territorial expansion of the United States to the area
of the Lower 48 States was essentially completed with the Texas annexation , the Oregon Treaty
, the Mexican cession and the Gadsden Purchase In the Treasury was a small operation that
funded the small-scale operations of the government through the low tariff and land sales. Apart
from taxes, the second major source was government bonds. Only national banks could do that,
and Chase made it easy to become a national bank; it involved buying and holding federal
bonds and financiers rushed to open these banks. The tariff act of served not only to raise
revenue, but also to encourage the establishment of factories free from British competition by
taxing British imports. The government did this by breaking it up into smaller plots for private
ownership, through various federal laws. Bounty-land warrants were issued to military veterans
in the United States from to The land grants were used extensively for settlement of
pre-Louisiana Purchase lands east of the Mississippi River, including the Ohio Country , the
Northwest Territory , and the Platte Purchase in Missouri. About million acres were granted to
railroad construction companies between and The Pacific Railroad Acts financed several
transcontinental railroads by granting land directly to corporations for the first time. In addition
to operating revenues, railroads were able to finance networks crossing vast distances by
selling granted property adjacent to the tracks; these would become highly desirable plots for
new settlers and businesses because of the easy access to long-distance transportation. Morrill
Land-Grant Acts starting in benefited colleges and universities. Various Homestead Acts
distributed land nearly for free in return for improvements such as building a house, farming, or
planting trees. Between and , the federal government granted 1. The economic and military
power of the federal government was used to clear Native Americans from land desired by
European-American settlers. Land grants creating the Indian Reservation system were used by
the Indian Appropriations Act of to segregate native tribes, but later acts opened some of that
land to white settlement, notably including a land run opening the Unassigned Lands in
Oklahoma. The Dawes Act of pressured Native Americans to assimilate to European-American
culture , offering former tribal land to individuals separating from their tribes and putting
"surplus" reservation land up for auction. Overall, about half of Indian Reservation land was
sold to white Americans by , about 75 million acres. British Parliamentary Committee members
Joseph Whitworth and George Wallis were very impressed at the educational level of workers in
the U. The Union grew rich fighting the war, as the Confederate economy was destroyed. The
South had resisted policies such as tariffs to promote industry and homestead laws to promote
farming because slavery would not benefit; with the South gone, and Northern Democrats very
weak in Congress, the Republicans enacted their legislation. At the same time they passed new
taxes to pay for part of the war, and issued large amounts of bonds to pay for the most of the
rest. The remainder can be charged to inflation. They wrote an elaborate program of economic
modernization that had the dual purpose of winning the war and permanently transforming the
economy. He took charge of major legislation that funded the war effort and revolutionized the
nation's economic policies regarding tariffs, bonds, income and excise taxes, national banks,
suppression of money issued by state banks, greenback currency, and western railroad land
grants. Historians have debated whether or not the Civil War sped up the rate of economic
growth in the face of destruction throughout the South and the diversion of resources to
military supplies and away from civilian goods. In any case the war taught new organizational
methods, prioritized engineering skills, and shifted the national attention from politics to
business. The Civil War had been financed primarily by issuing short-term and long-term bonds
and loans, plus inflation caused by printing paper money, plus new taxes. Wholesale prices had

more than doubled, and reduction of inflation was a priority for Secretary of the Treasury Hugh
McCulloch. The old paper currency issued by state banks had been withdrawn, and Confederate
currency was worthless. The new administration policy announced in October would be to make
all the paper convertible into specie, if Congress so voted. In the Senate it was a different
matter, for the key player was Senator John Sherman , who said that inflation contraction was
not nearly as important as refunding the short-term and long-term national debt. The war had
been largely financed by national debt, in addition to taxation and inflation. By October , most of
it in short term and temporary loans. Meanwhile, the Senate refunded the entire national debt,
but the House failed to act. By early , postwar prosperity was a reality, and the optimists wanted
an end to contraction, which Congress ordered in January Meanwhile, the Treasury issued new
bonds at a lower interest rate to refinance the redemption of short-term debt. By inflation was
minimal. In the last third of the 19th century the United States entered a phase of rapid
economic growth which doubled per capita income over the period. By , the United States
leaped ahead of Britain for first place in manufacturing output. For example, Standard Oil led
the way in exporting kerosene; Russia was its main rival in international trade. The greatly
expanded railroad network, using inexpensive steel rails produced by new steel making
processes, dramatically lowered transportation cost to areas without access to navigable
waterways. Low freight rates allowed large manufacturing facilities with great economies of
scale. Machinery became a large industry and many types of machines were developed.
Businesses were able to operate over wide areas and chain stores arose. Mail order companies
started operating. Companies created new management systems to carry out their operations
on a large scale. Companies integrated processes to eliminate unnecessary steps and to
eliminate middlemen. An explosion of new discoveries and inventions took place, a process
called the Second Industrial Revolution. The electric light, telephone, steam turbine , internal
combustion engine, automobile, phonograph , typewriter and tabulating machine were some of
the many inventions of the period. New processes for making steel and chemicals such as dyes
and explosives were invented. The pneumatic tire , improved ball bearings , machine tools and
newly developed metal stamping techniques enabled the large scale production of bicycles in
the s. Another significant development was the widespread introduction of electric street
railways trams, trolleys or streetcars in the s. Improvements in transportation and other
technological progress caused prices to fall, especially during the so-called long depression ,
but the rising amount of gold and silver being mined eventually resulted in mild inflation during
the s and beyond. Railroads saw their greatest growth in new track added in the last three
decades of the 19th century. See Table 2 Railroads also enjoyed high productivity growth
during this time, mainly because of the introduction of new processes that made steel
inexpensive. Steel rails lasted roughly ten times longer than iron rails. Steel rails, which became
heavier as steel prices fell, enabled heavier, more powerful locomotives that could pull longer
trains. Rail cars made of steel on steel rails could be made longer and cars and a load carrying
to car weight ratio of compared to cars made of iron at In David Ames Wells estimated wagon
transport at 16 cents per ton-mile compared to railroads at less than one cent per ton-mile.
Railroads competed fiercely for passengers and freight by expanding their routes, too often into
increasingly marginal ones. The high capital required for expansion plus the low rates, driven
by competition and by what the market would bear, resulted in a large percentage of railroad
track in bankruptcy. A practical refrigerated ice cooled railcar was introduced in Gustavus
Franklin Swift developed an integrated network of cattle procurement, slaughtering,
meat-packing and shipping meat to market. Up to that time cattle were driven great distances to
railroad shipping points, causing the cattle to lose considerable weight. Swift developed a large
business, which grew in size with the entry of several competitors. In the last three decades of
the 19th century iron and steel became a leading industry, in second place by value added, with
machinery being in first place. The Bessemer process was the first large scale process for
producing steel, which it was able to do at low cost. The first U. Bessemer steel was used
mostly for rails. Due to difficulty in controlling quality and embrittlement with aging, Bessemer
steel was not suitable for structural purposes. The Siemens-Martin process, or open hearth
process , produced a suitable grade of structural steel. Open hearth steel displaced wrought
iron as a structural material in the s. Open hearth steel began being used in a wide variety of
applications including high rise buildings, ships, machinery, pipelines, rails and bridges. Early
electrification was too limited to have a big impact on the late 19th century economy. Electricity
was also very expensive because of the low conversion efficiency of fuel to power, the small
scale of power plants and the fact that most utilities offered only nighttime service. Daytime
service became common during the early 20th century after the introduction of the AC motor ,
which tended to be used more during the day, balancing the load. Until that time a large share of
power was self-generated by the user, such as a factory, hotel or electric street railway tram or

streetcar. Electric street railways were introduced in the U. The early electric street railways
typically generated their own power and also operated as electric utilities, which served to even
out daily load because the main use of power for lighting was after the peak usage by railways.
Until the early s electricity had been used mainly in telegraphy and electroplating. Efficient
dynamo 's were introduced in the s and began being used to power electric carbon arc lamps
after In Thomas Edison patented his invention of a long lasting incandescent light bulb and a
system for distributing electrical power. In he opened the Pearl Street Station in Manhattan,
which was the first central power station in the U. Using DC placed severe restrictions on the
distance power could be transmitted due to power losses. With DC there was no way to
transform power to high voltages, which would have reduced the current and lowered the
transmission losses. Power can be safely generated to about volts, but this is a dangerous
voltage for household use. With alternating current voltage can be changed up or down using a
transformer. AC power began being widely introduced in the s. Following the failure of the first
short lived Transatlantic telegraph cable of , a second, more durable cable was completed in ,
connecting Nova Scotia to England. By there was an international telegraph network. After the
invention of the telephone in additional development work was required to make it commercially
viable. The first telephones were for local calls. Automatic telephone switching, which
eliminated the need for telephone operators to manually connect local calls on a switchboard,
was introduced in ; however it did not become widespread for several decades. Before railroads
most businesses were run by a sole proprietor or were a partnership. The owners typically ran
the daily operations. The railroad industry was the first to adopt modern business management
practices in response to the need to operate over vast areas, to maintain continuous
long-distance communications, to manage a complex network, to track trains and freight.
Railroads hired professional managers and divided work into various corporate departments,
and developed the organization diagram. Another modern business innovation was vertical
integration , by which companies expanded to encompass all stages of a business, from
producing the raw materials, processing them into saleable products and selling the finished
products. Notable examples occurred in the steel and petroleum industries. A dramatic
expansion in farming took place. The number of people living on farms grew from about 10
million in to 22 million in to 31 million in Even larger numbers of settlers purchased lands at
very low interest from the new railroads, which were trying to create markets. The railroads
advertised heavily in Europe and brought over, at low fares, hundreds of thousands of farmers
from Germany, Scandinavia and Britain. Despite their remarkable progress and general
prosperity, 19th-century U. Along with the mechanical improvements which greatly increased
yield per unit area, the amount of land under cultivation grew rapidly throughout the second half
of the century, as the railroads opened up new areas of the West for settlement. The wheat
farmers enjoyed abundant output and good years from to when bad European harvests kept the
world price high. They then suffered from a slump in the s when conditions in Europe improved.
The farther west the settlers went, the more dependent they became on the monopolistic
railroads to move their goods to market, and the more inclined they were to protest, as in the
Populist movement of the s. Wheat farmers blamed local grain elevator owners who purchased
their crop , railroads and eastern bankers for the low prices. To modernize traditional
agriculture reformers founded the Grange movement , in The Granges focused initially on social
activities to counter the isolation most farm families experienced. Women's participation was
actively encouraged. Spurred by the Panic of , the Grange soon grew to 20, chapters and 1. The
Granges set up their own marketing systems, stores, processing plants, factories and
cooperatives. Most went bankrupt. The movement also enjoyed some political success during
the s. A few Midwestern states passed " Granger Laws ", limiting railroad and warehouse fees.
Federal land grants helped each state create an agricultural college and a network of extension
agents who demonstrated modern techniques to farmers. Wheat and cotton farmers in the s
supported the Populist movement, but failed in their demands for free silver and inflation.
Instead the election committed the nation to the gold standard and a program of sustained
industrialization. Farmers in the Midwest and East gave verbal support to the Populists. They
focused on the nearby urban markets, rather than on highly fluctuating European markets for
weaving cotton. In the s an advance in lighting was the use of kerosene lamps with glass
chimneys, which produced a good quality light at a relatively affordable price. Kerosene lighting
effectively extended the day and made it easier to read at night. An industry developed to
produce coal oil , as kerosene was then called. George Bissell paid a visit to Dartmouth College
, which he had attended, and saw a sample of "rock oil" from Pennsylvania. Suspecting that the
oil may have potential as an illuminant and lubricant, he organized an investor group. Silliman's
report of April stated that "rock oil" could yield an excellent illuminating oil. However, there was
no economical means for producing sufficient commercial quantities of oil. Bissell had a

chance insight when he saw a picture of oil derricks used to produce an oil based patent
medicine obtained as a byproduct of a brine well. Edwin Drake , a shareholder, was hired by the
company to drill for oil. The site chosen to drill the well was on Oil Creek near Titusville, PA,
where a water well was producing oil. Drake chose to use brine well drilling technology based
on the technique used in China since ancient times that reached the West in the late s, except
that Drake used iron cable, an iron well casing and a steam engine. The Drake Well hit oil at a
depth of Among the numerous refineries that were started were several along a new rail link to
Cleveland, Ohio, where John D. Rockefeller and his partner Maurice Clark owned a grocery
produce shipping business. Rockefeller and Clark also got into the refining business, and in the
partners decided to hold a private auction between the two, with Rockefeller being the
successful bidder. The refining industry was intensely competitive, and by there was three
times the capacity needed, a situation which lasted many years, with the number of refineries
reaching In John D. Harkness formed Standard Oil. John D. Rockefeller was the master planner
and organizer of the systematic plan to form combinations with or acquire competitors and
enter all phases of the oil industry from production to transportation, refining and distribution, a
concept called vertical integration. Standard Oil sought every possible advantage over its
competitors. One method was using Standard's high shipping volume to secure discounts and
drawbacks payments from railroads for transporting competitors products from railroads.
Producers in the Pennsylvania oil region tried to counter Standard Oil's transportation
arrangements by building the first long distance pipeline, the mile long Tidewater Pipeline to
Williamsport, Pennsylvania, which was on the Reading Railroad. Standard Oil fought back by
building four pipelines of its own. Standard continued to monopolize the oil industry in the U.
United States. Efficient gas mantles and electric lighting were eroding the illuminating oil
market beginning in the s; however a previously low value byproduct of refining was gasoline,
which more than offset the role of kerosene in the early 20th century. Coal was found in
abundance in the Appalachian Mountains from Pennsylvania south to Kentucky. Large iron ore
mines opened in the Lake Superior region of the upper Midwest. Steel mills thrived in places
where these coal and iron ore could be brought together to produce steel. Large copper and
silver mines opened, followed by lead mines and cement factories. During the period, a series of
recessions happened. It was one of the shortest and mildest recessions in American economic
history. Panic of created one of the worst and longest depressions in American history,
seriously affecting every aspect of the economy and bringing the railroad expansion to a halt.
Politically, the Democrats took control of Congress in , the election of was deadlocked. The end
of the Gilded Age coincided with the Panic of , a deep depression that lasted until Wheat and
cotton farmers in the West and South were especially hard hit, and moved toward radicalism.
President Grover Cleveland was forced to ask the Wall Street bankers to help keep the Treasury
liquid. Agrarian spokesmen William Jennings Bryan called for an inflationary policy of using
cheap silver to effectively replace expensive gold. Bryan lost in a major political realignment in
favor of the conservative pro-gold Republicans in the election of Europe had a substantial
amount of water supply and sewer infrastructure installed by the mid s. In only 0. The American
labor movement began with the first significant labor union, the Knights of Labor in The Knights
collapsed in the s and were displaced by strong international unions that banded together as
the American Federation of Labor under Samuel Gompers. Rejecting socialism, the AFL unions
negotiated with owners for higher wages and better working conditions. Union growth was slow
until , then grew to a peak during World War I. Concern over railroads' unfair practices, such as
freight rates favoring certain shippers, led to the Interstate Commerce Act of which created the
nation's first regulatory agency, the Interstate Commerce Commission. However, a sharp break
in the growth rate to around 2. Economists are uncertain what combination of supply and
demand factors caused the break, but productivity growth was strong, enabling the labor cost
per unit of output to decline from to It is generally accepted that the new technologies and more
efficient business methods permanently shifted the supply and demand relationship for labor,
with labor being in surplus except during both world wars when the economy was engaged in
war-time production and millions of men served in the armed forces. The technologies that
became widespread after , such as electrification, internal powered transportation and mass
production, were capital saving. Total non-residential fixed business fell after due to the fall of
investment in structures. Two of the most transformative technologies of the century were
widely introduced during the early decades: electrification , powered by high pressure boilers
and steam turbines and automobiles and trucks powered by the internal combustion engine.
Chain stores experienced rapid growth. Standardization was urged by the Department of
Commerce for consumer goods such as bedspreads and screws. A simplified standardization
program was issued during World War I. Electrification was one of the most important drivers of
economic growth in the early 20th century. The revolutionary design of electric powered

factories caused the period of the highest productivity growth in manufacturing. There was
large growth in the electric utility industry and the productivity growth of electric utilities was
high as well. At the turn of the 20th century electricity was used primarily for lighting and most
electric companies did not provide daytime service. Electric motors that were used in daytime,
such as the DC motors that powered street railways, helped balance the load, and many street
railways generated their own electricity and also operated as electric utilities. The AC motor ,
developed in the s, was ideal for industrial and commercial power and greatly increased the
demand for electricity, particular during daytime. Electrification in the U. Electric utilities with
central generating stations using steam turbines greatly lowered the cost of power, with
businesses and houses in cities becoming electrified. By almost all urban households had
electricity. Electrical appliances such as irons, cooking appliances and washing machines were
slowly adopted by households. The electrical power industry had high productivity growth.
Many large central power stations, equipped with high pressure boilers and steam turbine
generators began being built after These central stations were designed for efficient handling of
coal from the layout of the rail yards to the conveyor systems. They were also much more fuel
efficient, lowering the amount of fuel per kilowatt-hour of electricity to a small fraction of what it
had been. In it took 7 lbs coal to generate one kilowatt hour. In it took 0. Rapid economic growth
in the early decades of the 20th century were largely due to productivity growth in
manufacturing. Factory electrification revolutionized manufacturing. Unit drive, which means
using a single electric motor for powering a single machine, eliminated line shafts previously
used to transmit power from a small number of steam engines or hydraulic turbines. Line shafts
created constraints on building arrangement that impeded the efficient flow of materials
because they presented traffic barriers and required multi-story buildings for economy. It was
not uncommon for large manufacturing sites to have many miles of line shafts. Electric motors
were much more economical to operate than steam engines in terms of energy efficiency and
operator attention. Electric motors were also lower in capital cost. Frederick W. Taylor was the
best known pioneer in the field of scientific management in the late 19th century, carefully
timing and plotting the functions of various workers and then devising new, more efficient ways
for them to do their jobs. Ford Motor Co. Ford Motor used every practical means to reduce the
effort and movement of workers in order to reduce the time involved in making parts, moving
parts and assembling parts into automobiles. Ford used electric powered factories and in Ford
introduced the assembly line , a step in the process that became known as mass production.
Production grew from 13, in to , in However, Ford expanded the company's Sociological
Department to monitor his workers and ensure that they did not spend their newfound bounty
on "vice and cheap thrills". Gasoline powered tractors were introduced. The Fordson began
mass production in Electric street railways developed into a major mode of transportation, and
electric inter-urban service connected many cities in the Northeast and Midwest. Electric street
railways also carried freight, which was important before trucks became widely introduced.
Electrochemicals are chemicals and metals produced by an electrolytic process. Chlorine and
caustic had been produced by chemical processes but producing aluminum this way was
prohibitively expensive. Falling electricity prices in the early 20th century greatly lowered the
cost of making electrochemicals. There was high demand for aluminum for aircraft during World
War I and afterward for commercial aviation. At the beginning of the 20th century the railroad
network had over-expanded with many miles of unprofitable routes. In Congress gave the
Interstate Commerce Commission the power to regulate freight rates and the industry was
unable to increase revenue enough to cover rising costs. By , the peak year of track mileage,
one-sixth of the nation's railroad trackage was in bankruptcy. The railroads proved inadequate
to the increased freight volume created by World War I. There were major traffic jams in the
system and critical supplies were experiencing delays. The USRA ordered 1, new standardized
steam locomotives and over , railcars. By the dawn of the 20th century, automobiles had begun
to replace horse-drawn carriages. Consequently, prices were high and production was low.
Mass production techniques of the mid s brought down the cost of automobiles and sales grew
dramatically. By automobile registrations were 6. Replacing horses with cars and trucks
eliminated enormous quantities of horse manure and urine from city streets, greatly reducing
the labor for street cleaning and also improving sanitation and living conditions. In there were
only miles of paved roads outside of cities in the U. The Federal road building program ended in
, leaving states to build roads until the Federal Road act of A national highway system was
agreed on in , when an interstate program not to be confused with the Dwight D. The system
was nearly complete when the U. At the turn of the century approximately one-third of urban
households had running water; however, most of it was untreated and carried disease causing
microorganisms. The widespread building of water treatment plants and piping of water to and
sewage from urban households occurred in the early decades of the century. The number of

urban households supplied with running filtered water increased from 6. Tractors appeared on
farms and farmers began using automobiles and trucks to haul produce. The number of farms
in the U. S have decreased from 7 million in the s to just a little over 2 million in The rate of
decline was most rapid in the s and s. The reason for this was because of the increased
innovation in farms where new technology was able to create more product which resulted in
the need for fewer farms. Also during the sâ€”s people moved from the bigger cities and farms
to more suburban areas so these smaller farms would be sold and people would move closer to
cities. People also could not afford the new technologies to help them farm so bigger farms
would be very successful during this time, while smaller farms would close. Before telephones
were used primarily by businesses. The number of telephones per households was
approximately 2 in , but the number steadily grew until it peaked at 45 in , then declined to 33 in
By , Radio communications using Morse code were introduced in the first decade of the 20th
century. Their main use was for communicating with ships. Ship radio became more widely
used after the sinking of the RMS Titanic in Radio technology advanced rapidly. The triode
vacuum tube made it possible to build amplifiers for broadcasting and for receivers. Radio
circuit design also advanced, allowing better signals with less noise. By the early s radios
began being mass-produced and commercial broadcast stations were set up around the
country. A major economic downturn in ended the expansion from the late s. This was followed
by the Panic of The Panic of was a factor in the establishment of the Federal Reserve Bank in
The mild inflation of the s, attributed to the rising gold supply from mining, continued until
World War I, at which time inflation rose sharply with wartime shortages including labor
shortages. Following the war the rate of inflation fell, but prices remained above the prewar
level. The stock market had its best year in history in Interest rates rose and the money supply
contracted. The economy entered the Depression of , which was a sharp decline financially. By ,
the economy had returned to full employment. A debt-fueled boom developed following the war.
Jerome gives an unattributed quote about finance conditions that allowed the great industrial
expansion of the post World War I period:. Probably never before in this country had such a
volume of funds been available at such low rates for such a long period. There was also a real
estate and housing bubble in the s, especially in Florida, which burst in Debt reached
unsustainable levels. Speculation in stocks drove prices up to unprecedented valuation levels.
The stock market crashed in late October Another such act passed the same year was the
Federal Meat Inspection Act. The new laws helped the large packers, and hurt small operations
that lacked economy of scale or quality controls. The Sixteenth Amendment to the United States
Constitution , which allowed the Federal Government to tax all income, was adopted in In the
early years of American history, most political leaders were reluctant to involve the federal
government too heavily in the private sector, except in the area of transportation. In general,
they accepted the concept of laissez-faire , a doctrine opposing government interference in the
economy except to maintain law and order. This attitude started to change during the latter part
of the 19th century, when small business, farm, and labor movements began asking the
government to intercede on their behalf. By the start of the 20th century, a middle class had
developed that was leery of both the business elite and the somewhat radical political
movements of farmers and laborers in the Midwest and West. Known as Progressives , these
people favored government regulation of business practices to, in their minds, ensure
competition and free enterprise. Congress enacted a law regulating railroads in the Interstate
Commerce Act , and one preventing large firms from controlling a single industry in the
Sherman Antitrust Act. These laws were not rigorously enforced, however, until the years
between and , when Republican President Theodore Roosevelt â€” , Democrat President
Woodrow Wilson â€” , and others sympathetic to the views of the Progressives came to power.
Many of today's U. Ida M. Tarbell wrote a series of articles against the Standard Oil monopoly.
The series helped pave the way for the breakup of the monopoly. Muckrakers were journalists
who encouraged readers to demand more regulation of business. Upton Sinclair 's The Jungle
showed America the horrors of the Chicago Union Stock Yards , a giant complex of meat
processing that developed in the s. The federal government responded to Sinclair's book with
the new regulatory Food and Drug Administration. When Democrat Woodrow Wilson was
elected president with a Democrat controlled Congress in he implemented a series of
progressive policies. In , the Sixteenth Amendment was ratified, and the income tax was
instituted in the United States. Wilson resolved the longstanding debates over tariffs and
antitrust, and created the Federal Reserve , a complex business-government partnership that to
this day dominates the financial world. The World War involved a massive mobilization of
money, taxes, and banking resources to pay for the American war effort and, through
government-to-government loans, most of the Allied war effort as well. Under Republican
President Warren G. Harding , who called for normalcy and an end to high wartime taxes,

Secretary of the Treasury Andrew Mellon raised the tariff, cut marginal tax rates and used the
large surplus to reduce the federal debt by about a third from to Secretary of Commerce Herbert
Hoover worked to introduce efficiency, by regulating business practices. This period of
prosperity, along with the culture of the time, was known as the Roaring Twenties. The rapid
growth of the automobile industry stimulated industries such as oil, glass, and road-building.
Tourism soared and consumers with cars had a much wider radius for their shopping. Small
cities prospered, and large cities had their best decade ever, with a boom in construction of
offices, factories and homes. The new electric power industry transformed both business and
everyday life. Telephones and electricity spread to the countryside, but farmers never recovered
from the wartime bubble in land prices. Millions migrated to nearby cities. However, in October ,
the Stock market crashed and banks began to fail in the Wall Street Crash of The early decades
of the 20th century were remarkable for the improvements of the quality of life in the U. The
quality of housing improved, with houses offering better protection against cold. Floor space
per occupant increased. Sanitation was greatly improved by the building of water supply and
sewage systems, plus the treatment of drinking water by filtration and chlorination. The change
over to internal combustion took horses off the streets and eliminated horse manure and urine
and the flies they attracted. Infant mortality, which had been declining dramatically in the last
quarter of the 19th century, continued to decline. The workweek, which averaged 53 hours in ,
continued to decline. The burden of household chores lessened considerably. Hauling water
and firewood into the home every day was no longer necessary for an increasing number of
households. Electric light was far less expensive and higher quality than kerosene lamp light.
Electric light also eliminated smoke and fumes and reduced the fire hazard. Despite the Great
Depression and World War II, the middle decades of the 20th century were among the highest
for productivity growth. Productivity growth in manufacturing slowed from the electrification era
of the early century, but remained moderate. Automation of factories became widespread during
the middle decades as industry invested in newly developed instruments and controls that
allowed fewer workers to operate vast factories, refineries and chemical plants. Following the
stock market crash, the worldwide economy plunged into the Great Depression. Congress, in ,
worried about the rapidly growing deficit and national debt, and raised income tax rates.
Economists generally agree that these measures deepened an already serious crisis.
Conditions were worse in heavy industry, lumbering, export agriculture cotton, wheat, tobacco ,
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Service Manual. Page 7 Table of Contents Sight Gauge Page 11 Table of Contents Axle
Installation Page 12 List of Figures Fig. Page 13 List of Figures Fig. Page 14 List of Figures Fig.
Page 15 List of Figures Fig. Page 16 List of Figures Fig. Page 17 List of Figures Fig. Page 18 List
of Figures Fig. Page 20 List of Tables Page General Section 1 â€” Safety General Observing
basic safety rules and precautions can eliminate accidents when operating, maintaining, and
repairing the forklift. Always be alert to potential hazardous situations that could result in injury
to yourself or bystanders. Use cardboard to search for leaks. Wear a face shield and safety
glasses to prevent contact with your eyes and face. Contact your authorized JLG dealer before
making any modifications or repairs. Page Attaching Decals Safety Attaching Decals The
surface on which a decal is to be attached must be dry and free of all dirt and grease. Remove
the backing from the decal and apply decal in its correct location. Once in place, rub entire
surface of the decal with your thumb, applying sufficient pressure to ensure good adhesion of
the decal to the mounting surface. Page Fig. Page 34 John Deere engines include an options
code decal located on top of the engine manifold cover. The rear axle serial number plate is
located on the right rear side of the axle housing. Specifications Maximum Lift Height. Diesel
Aspiration. Page General Instructions Section 3 â€” General Maintenance General Instructions
Performance of your machine is dependent on proper maintenance and lubrication at
designated intervals. Proper operating procedures and a regularly scheduled maintenance and
lubrication program will increase the life of machine components and reduce machine down
time. Should a defect or failure occur to your machine, take it out of service immediately. If a
spill occurs, wipe it up immediately. Repair or replace any that are damaged. Use only JLG
authorized replacement parts and fluids. Use of parts other than JLG authorized parts may
adversely effect machine reliability, performance, and safety and may void the warranty. The
standard grades are: 1. There are two main classifications of diesel fuel in general use: 1. A
clean well-maintained machine helps prevent safety hazards and makes problem areas more
recognizable. Remove all items that do not belong on the machine. Secure all loose items such
as lunch boxes, tools, and additional equipment. Page Cleaning Decals Replace all damaged,
missing, or painted decals that cannot be read. On refurbished or replaced parts, all missing
decals must be replaced. See your JLG dealer for replacement decals and placards. Attaching
Decals The surface on which a decal is to be attached must be dry and free of all dirt and
grease. If covered with a tarp, remove it. Wipe off grease from cylinder rods. Loosen drain plug
from bottom of fuel tank and drain into suitable container until fluid is clean. They are intended
as a guide for typical applications. Values for specific applications take precedence over those
in the following tables. Note: Values are for plated or lubricated bolts and nuts. Page 55 General
Maintenance Fig. Page 56 General Maintenance Fig. If leakage occurs, tighten nut without
exceeding maximum torque value. Note: Use two wrenches to tighten hydraulic line nuts. Check
condition of O-ring and replace as necessary. Do not install a fitting with a damaged O-ring.
Lubricate O-ring with clean hydraulic fluid. Back off the locknut fully. Apply sealant sparingly to
male pipe threads only, avoiding the first few threads at the end of the fitting. Note: Do not use
Teflon tape or excessive amounts of sealant. System contamination will result. Page 61 General
Maintenance 1. Move the boost start machine or auxiliary power source close enough to the
stalled machine for the cables to reach without allowing the machines to touch. Inch Dec. Inch
Fract. Page 64 General Maintenance Page Mid-Inlet Hydraulic Schematic. Diagram Control
Valve. Page 66 Page 78 Reference Diagrams Page 80 Removal Page 81 Fig. Page 82 Page 84
Supply, Pressure, and Return Hydraulics These circuits are supplied by a two-section, gear-type
hydraulic pump, driven directly from the transmission power takeoff. The closest to the shaft
pump supplies flow to all circuits except steering and the steer selector valve. The second
pump supplies flow to all circuits via the steering priority valve. This system was designed to
simplify the hydraulic system and improve overall reliability. After forks or attachments are
resting on the ground or support, make sure pressure is relieved from all hydraulic lines and
components before removing them from the circuit. A high quality hydraulic oil contains many
additives which work to keep contaminants from damaging the system. However, these
additives lose their effectiveness after a period of time. Therefore, change the oil at
recommended intervals to make sure the additives do their job. It has a capacity of 47 gallons.
The hydraulic system can become contaminated. Oil must be filtered through the return filter to
ensure purity. Contamination, even small amounts, can permanently damage hydraulic system
components and void the warranty. Start engine and allow hydraulic system to warm up.
Operate controls gradually until you fully extend and retract each cylinder, including steering
cylinders. This procedure removes air from the system. Level the frame, retract all cylinders
except frame tilt cylinder, and stop the engine. Page 92 Supply, Pressure, and Return Hydraulics
1. The machine must be parked on a level surface and the frame must be level. Retract all
cylinders except frame tilt cylinder, apply the park brake, and stop the engine. Clean return filter

housing Item 1 and surrounding area. Page 94 Supply, Pressure, and Return Hydraulics 6. Clean
the strainer Item 2 by back flushing with solvent. Dry the strainer element thoroughly with
compressed air. Install the reservoir drain plug Item 4. Tighten two or three turns past finger
tight. Follow preparation procedures as outlined in Section 3 of this manual. Install the fuel tank
drain plug Item If it is necessary to use thread sealant to stop fluid leakage, make sure that the
sealant is applied only to the last few threads close to the drain plug head. The hydraulic
reservoir sight gauge is located on the side of the reservoir see Fig. Remove the sight gauge
Item 1 along with the two 2 hollow hex head bolts Item 2. Clean the two openings in the side of
the hydraulic reservoir with appropriate solvent. Plug openings. Installation Sight Gauge Ref. Its
function are to filter return hydraulic oil entering the reservoir and provide a means to fill the
reservoir. Checking Filter Condition Fig. The gauge indicates hydraulic fluid pressure entering
the return filter element. As contamination accumulates in the filter element, pressure rises. The
acceptable operating pressure range is 0â€”15 psi and is indicated by needle 1 positioned in
green arc 2. Loosen four 4 flange nuts Item 2 that secure cover Item 3 to return filter housing
Item 1. Loosen them only enough to be able to rotate cover. While applying pressure to cover,
rotate cover clockwise so that recessed areas of cover line up to flange nuts. To avoid
contamination, place all parts on clean paper or cloth. Loosen and remove lock nut Item 1 that
secures trestle Item 2 to filter element Item 7. Remove the diffuser Item 7 and clean with solvent.
Dry with compressed air. Installation Return Filter Assembly Ref. Reassemble the diffuser Item
7 and the rubber gasket Item 8 with the hydraulic return assembly Item 6. Loosen and remove
breather, using tool on hex portion of breather. Replace breather per the maintenance schedule
found on the machine or if damaged. Install breather on tank and tighten as necessary. Insert a
new filter element into bowl. Lubricate bowl O-ring with hydraulic oil and install it on bowl.
Screw bowl into filter head and tighten until snug. Remove the pressure filter assembly from the
hole in the filter mounting bracket. Installation Pressure Filter Assembly Ref. Insert the pressure
filter assembly through the hole in the filter mounting bracket, making sure that the bypass
indicator is closest to back of the mounting bracket. The hydraulic pump used is a two-section
gear type, driven directly from the transmission power takeoff. Disconnected or broken pump
Inspect and repair or replace. Loss of fluid A. Ruptured hydraulic lines 1. Check all external
connections, tubing, and hoses. Tighten connections and replace any B. Page Supply,
Pressure, and Return Hydraulics 3. While watching test gauge, press brake pedal numerous
times until pressure gauge reads 0 psi. Remove test gauge from diagnostic port. Remove
capscrews Item 19 , lockwashers Item 20 , and flatwashers Item 21 securing upper pump
support bracket Item 22 to the pump. Step 1 thru Step 5 refer to Fig. If the pump support
brackets were removed, a. Page Supply, Pressure, and Return Hydraulics 6. Adjust pressure
relief valve setting to psi over that of system's maximum rated pressure. Important: Be sure the
load valve is open before starting the engine. Start the engine and, when it is at normal
operating temperature, open the throttle control all the way. Follow preparation procedures as
outlined in Section 3. Secure with three 3 lockwashers and capscrews. Connect all hydraulic
hoses and tubes to fittings on the control valve. Torque per instructions in Section 3. Table is a
list of markings for each side of these valves. Wait for the hydraulic fluid to cool before
servicing any hydraulic component. Escaping hydraulic fluid under pressure can penetrate the
skin, causing death or serious injury. It is located on top of the rear axle stabilizer control valve.
Pressure limit is psi. Removal Roll-Back Hose Tray Inspect and clean the roll-back hose tray.
Place the roll-back hose tray on the two support brackets making sure it is in the same position
as when removed. Page Supply, Pressure, and Return Hydraulics Page Quick Attach Control is
proportional: The more joystick movement, the greater the action. Page Installation Boom and
Transfer 3. Tag, loosen, and remove two 2 swivel tees Item 11 from connectors Item 9 on bottom
of joystick. Tag, loosen, and remove remaining four 4 hydraulic hoses Item 12 from connectors
Item Tag and disconnect two 2 lead connectors Item 6 from wiring harness Item 5. Page Boom
and Transfer 1. Pull back boot Item 17 so that access to retainer Item 19 and flange Item 20 can
be made. Loosen and remove four 4 socket head capscrews Item 16 and one 1 clip Item 15 that
secure retainer and flange to joystick body Item Page Boom and Transfer e. Inspect and replace
any damaged parts. Note: The body Item 24 cannot be purchased individually. If it becomes
damaged, it will be necessary to replace the entire joystick assembly. Install boot Item 17 on
stem Item 14 making sure that the top lip of the boot rests in the channel in the stem. Roll back
boot and install cam Item 18 , retainer Item 19 , and flange Item 20 on stem. The boom hoist,
carriage tilt, boom extension, and frame tilt cylinders are equipped with externally mounted
counterbalance valves. If a counterbalance valve must be removed, first retract the cylinder and
remove all hydraulic pressure in the cylinder. Wear eye protection when removing
counterbalance valves. Page Boom and Transfer 4. Remove the hose at the base end of the
cylinder and plug the hose. Start the engine and activate the control that will supply hydraulic

oil to the rod end of the cylinder. If there is leakage from the disconnected end of the cylinder,
remove the cylinder and make repairs. Use suitable blocking and lifting devices when removing
heavy machine components. Note: Cylinder pins are designed to be removed with a slide
hammer. Page Boom and Transfer a. Place socket wrench over counterbalance valve cartridge
Item 8. Wrap a clean shop rag around the socket to cover the area of the counterbalance valve
cartridge. Carefully and slowly, turn cartridge out of manifold block to release pressure in
cylinder. Page Boom and Transfer Inspect counterbalance valve cartridge Item 8 , including
O-rings, for condition and replace as necessary. Do not disassemble the cartridge. Service to
counterbalance valve cartridges is limited to installing new O-rings or replacing the entire
cartridge. Lubricate counterbalance valve cartridge O-rings with clean hydraulic oil. Remove
capscrew Item 4 , lockwasher Item 3 , and lock pin Item 2 from upper pivot pin Item 5 of front
carriage tilt cylinder. Wear proper eye and hand protection when removing counterbalance
valve cartridges. Hydraulic fluid under pressure can be injected under skin or into eyes,
resulting in serious personal injury or death. Inspect counterbalance valve cartridge Item 5 ,
including O-rings, for condition and replace as necessary. Service to counterbalance valve
cartridges is limited to installing new O-rings and replacing the entire cartridge. These cylinders
maintain the attachment tilt position as the boom is raised and lowered. As boom elevation
changes, a specific amount of oil in the cylinders moves to the front carriage tilt cylinder,
automatically adjusting the attachment tilt. Tag and disconnect two 2 hydraulic hoses Item 7
from elbows on both cylinders Item 6. Cap fittings and hoses. Support each cylinder with sling s
and crane, or other suitable means. Make sure equipment has sufficient capacity to support
weight of cylinder. Page Overhaul Boom and Transfer 5. Clean hydraulic hose ends with
solvent. Attach two 2 hoses Item 7 to elbows on each cylinder. Torque hose swivel nuts to
44â€”48 ft-lbs. If necessary, remove grease fitting cover s Item 8 and grease fitting s Item 9.
Clean and inspect for damage; replace if necessary. Install grease fitting s and covers; Page
Boom and Transfer 5. Remove the cylinder rod assembly from cylinder barrel. CAUTION: To
prevent possible damage to components, support cylinder rod assembly; do not wiggle rod or
head back and forth during removal. Remove rod nut Item 4 , piston Item 5 , tube Item 6 , and
rod bearing head from rod Item 8. Page Selector Valve Boom and Transfer Install cylinder rod
assembly in cylinder barrel. Install a spanner wrench in two 2 holes of rod bearing head and
tighten until it is snug against the cylinder barrel. Install two 2 elbows Item 1 on cylinder
manifold. Torque connectors to 40â€”44 ft-lbs. Secured the selector valve Item 5 to the valve
plate with two 2 each capscrews Item 7 , lockwashers Item 2 , and nuts Item 1. Remove coil Item
2 from solenoid valve. Loosen and remove solenoid valve from valve body. Remove O-rings and
backup rings Items 4 thru 8 from solenoid valve. Discard O-rings and backup rings. Repeat Step
3 thru Step 6 for the other solenoid valve. Boom fails to A. Broken hydraulic line s A. Faulty
extension cylinder B. Repair extension cylinder seals. As a pad wears, the chamfer will get
smaller. As long as a portion of the chamfer is visible, the pad is OK and does not need to be
replaced. J Fig. This dimension will ensure that the capscrew will not protrude past the nut
insert and cause boom damage. See Fig. By pulling the release handle, attachments can be
easily interchanged. Disconnecting an Attachment 1. Pull release handle 1 back. The lock pin 2
should engage the attachment, clearing the lock plate 3 from the attachment stop 4. Retract the
boom until quick attach 5 is clear of attachment 7. Connecting an Attachment J Fig. With quick
attach 5 rotated fully downwards, extend the boom until quick attach pivot pin 6 is properly
aligned underneath the attachment 7. Rotate the quick attach 5 upwards to engage the
attachment 7. Shut off engine. Check to see that the lock plate 3 is engaged ahead of the
attachment stop 4. Disconnect attachment from quick attach. Fully retract boom and transfer
carriage if equipped , level quick attach and lower boom to ground. The boom angle
inclinometer shows the angle of the boom relative to level ground. It is a fully synchronized
slide boom with a 54 foot maximum lift height. The boom on the C has a maximum forward
reach of 45 feet. If the dimensions are not within the specified range, proceed to Step 4. If the
dimensions are within the specified range, proceed to Step 5. Install shim s under these pads
Fig. This dimension cannot be adjusted 1. Page Inspection Procedures Boom and Transfer
Measure these clearances at the slide pad locations. Measure the distance from the straight
edge to the bottom surface of the boom tube. Page Boom Removal Boom and Transfer 4. Cap
lines and hoses 9. Tag and disconnect two 2 carriage tilt hoses Item 2 , and two 2 auxiliary
hydraulics hoses Item 1 at the boom. Cap hoses and lines. Remove two 2 each capscrews Item
6 , lockwashers Item 5 , flatwashers Item 4 , and pad retainers Item 3 from rear of inner boom
section. Prepare replacement boom for installation by removing strapping and blocks used for
shipment. Note location of straps and blocks for use on the previously removed boom. With the
replacement boom still lying upside down, the front carriage tilt cylinder should be installed at
this point. Page Boom Disassembly Boom and Transfer a. With the outriggers up, extend the

boom, noting that Boom Extension proximity light illuminates when the boom is extended to
specified distance approximately 21 feet with tilting tower or 25 feet with standard carriage. If
light does not illuminate, stop and retract the boom. Your hose guard may be different from that
shown above. If the hose guard is reversed at assembly, equipment damage may occur during
operation of machine. Support the extension cylinder with sling s or other suitable means. Make
sure support items have sufficient capacity to support the weight of the cylinder. The extension
cylinder weighs pounds. Remove two 2 each capscrews Item 1 , lockwashers Item 2 , from front
of middle rear boom section. Remove two 2 slide pads Item 4 and shims Item 3. Remove chain
adjustment anchor from bracket at top of middle rear boom section and lay chain over top of
inner boom section. Remove two 2 lock nuts Item 2 , chain anchor rod Item 6 , and upper chain
Item 1. Remove capscrew Item 4 , lockwasher Item 5 , and upper chain anchor Item 3. Remove
capscrew Item 14 , lockwasher Item 15 , and hose reel pin Item 16 securing each of the two 2
hose reels Item 13 to the rear of the middle forward boom section. Remove two 2 socket
capscrews Item 9 and lockwashers Item 10 securing lower slide pads Item 1 to front of boom
section. Remove upper chain assembly from boom. Remove two 2 each nuts Item 7 ,
lockwashers Item 8 , and tube clamps Item 9 securing each set of auxiliary and carriage tilt
hydraulic tubes Items 5 and 6 to bottom of middle rear boom section. Page Assembly Boom and
Transfer b. Remove two 2 each nuts Item 5 , lockwashers Item 6 , and clamps Item 7 securing
each set of hydraulic tubes to bottom of outer boom section. Loosen screws on cushion clamps
Item 8. Slide cushion clamps out of channel and remove hydraulic tubes. Install a cushion
clamp Item 8 on each hydraulic tube as follows: 1. Install plastic cushion Item 15 on hydraulic
tube. Slide left cushion clamp half Item 14 to correct position in channel on bottom of outer
boom Item 1. Secure cylinder to outer boom section with hardware as follows. Use two 2 each
nuts Item 14 , flatwashers Item 7 , and capscrews Item 6 to secure extension cylinder base
mount Item 11 to rear of outer boom section. Install chain adjustment block Item 5 on other end
of lower chain with shoulder bolt Item 6 and lock nut Item 8. Torque lock nut to in-lbs. Position
chain adjustment block tight against back of anchor base Item 4 at bottom of outer boom
section as shown in View A. Turn middle rear boom section over to upright position on work
stands. Install two 2 bottom slide pads Item 1 and shims Item 2 to front of boom section with
four 4 each lockwashers Item 10 and capscrews Item 9 according to drawing specifications.
Torque capscrews to in-lbs. Install auxiliary and front carriage tilt hydraulic tubes on channels
Item 6 in inside of inner boom section with cushion clamps Item 3 as described in Substep d
under Step 2 on page Install front carriage tilt cylinder in inner boom See page Install two 2
elbows Item 3 on inside of inner boom section making sure elbows are in correct position for
grease hose to be connected. Lay upper chain flat on top of inner boom section. Lift inner boom
section and slide it into middle front boom section. Torque capscrews to ft-lbs. Install lower
chain Item 2 from inside middle rear boom section to rear chain anchor Item 4 at rear of inner
boom section with shoulder bolt Item 3 and lock nut Item 1. Bring auxiliary and front carriage tilt
hoses Items 7 and 8 from inside the middle rear boom section Item 9 up and around the two 2
hose reels Item 19 at the rear of the middle forward boom section Item 3. Page Chain
Lubrication Boom and Transfer The extend chains will be visible for inspection with the
machine in this state. While doing the chain inspection, check all chain clevis ends for
distortion or cracking and sheaves for bearing wear or grooving from the chain. If during the
inspection, any chain is found to be damaged or stretched, the chain must be replaced. Page
Boom Chain Tension Check Lubrication of chains on vehicles working consistently in extreme
hot or cold conditions requires special consideration. It is important that a reputable lubrication
specialist, consult the local distributor or the JLG Service Department at or , for guidance.
Boom Chain Tension Check 1. Make sure the service ovals are lined up on the side rear of
boom. If not, adjust forward middle boom section first. Tighten the extend chain to move the
forward middle boom forward, or tighten the retract chain to move the forward middle boom
towards the rear. Install new hose sheaves with existing sheave retaining pins. Pull hoses up
around sheave and reattach to tubes. Avoid crossing or twisting hoses when reconnecting and
tightening. Note: There is a change in the hose routing. Please follow the instructions below.
For units with 2nd aux. It is attached from the middle rear to the outer boom section. Its
operating pressure is psi and weighs pounds. Place socket wrench over counterbalance valve
cartridge. Lubricate new O-ring, backup ring, seals, and wear rings with hydraulic oil and install
on head. Using a seal driver, install new wiper seal in head. Lubricate wiper seal with hydraulic
oil. Slide rod bearing head Item 11 , tube Item 14 and piston Item 10 onto rod Item Page
Installation Boom and Transfer Ref. Disconnect wire harness Item 4 at boom extension
proximity switch Item 2. Place a piece of masking tape around proximity switch body at the
outer jam nut Item 3 this will serve as a guide during reinstallation. Page Transfer Carriage
Boom and Transfer 1. Loosen, but do not remove the two 2 jam nuts on the proximity switch

body. Check gap between switch and boom. Gap must be within the range specified in Fig. If
boom extension proximity light does not illuminate when boom is extended to specified
distance approximately 21 feet with tilting tower or 25 feet with standard carriage , adjust
proximity switch to slightly reduce the gap. This feature makes it possible to land materials
from a parked, level machine by driving the boom load forward at any height. The operator can
then retract the boom and forks by moving the entire upper assembly rearward without driving
the machine on uneven terrain. Disconnect connection wire from boom proximity switch.
Disconnect connection wire from wiring harness. Remove six 6 each nuts Item 3 , lockwashers
Item 1 , and flatwashers Item 2 securing boom cover Item 4 to boom. Remove boom cover.
Slowly lift the boom and transfer carriage assembly up and away from the machine. Place the
assembly on support blocks on a firm level surface. Page Installation Boom and Transfer g.
Remove spacer washer Item 8 , thrust washer Item 9 , spindle Item 10 , roller bushing Item 11 ,
and transfer roller Item 12 from each side of the rear transfer carriage mount. Note: The quantity
of spacer washers used with each machine may vary. Make sure that the transfer carriage
assembly is supported until it is completely installed. Install the transfer carriage Item 5 to rear
of the main frame using the two 2 each transfer rollers Item 12 , roller bushings Item 11 ,
spindles Item 10 , thrust washers Item 9 , spacer washers Item 8 , and spindle nuts Item 7.
Secure the wiring harness and switch connection wire to the boom with six 6 each five on top of
the boom and one inside of the back left side of the boom nuts Item 4 , lockwashers, Item 3 ,
flatwashers Item 2 , and J-clamps Item 1. Lower the boom to the ground, apply the park brake,
retract the transfer cylinder, and stop the engine. Remove capscrew Item 1 and lockwasher Item
3 securing the two 2 lock pins Item 4 to transfer carriage. Measure the gap between the lip of the
transfer roller and the inner edge of the rail. Secure spindle to transfer carriage with spindle nut.
Reinstall boom and shims as described earlier in this section. Remove two 2 grease fitting
cover caps Item 15 and lubricate grease fittings Item 16 with EP lithium based grease. Rear
Slide Block and Shims Ref. Page List of Figures Fig. Page Page Frame Tilt and Oscillation The
frame tilt system works in combination with the rear oscillation lock system. The frame tilt
system is explained here. Install two 6 starwashers Item 6 and capscrews Item 7 to secure valve
to control panel. Page Frame Tilt and Oscillation Ref. Follow the guidelines for cleanliness as
stated in Section 3 of this manual. The cylinder is mounted vertically with the base end secured
to the frame and the rod end mounted to the front axle. Page Installation Frame Tilt and
Oscillation 7. Place a sling around the cylinder and attach the sling to suitable lifting equipment.
Make sure sling and lifting equipment have sufficient capacity. The frame tilt cylinder weighs
approximately pounds. Using the lifting equipment, support the weight of the cylinder. Page
Frame Tilt and Oscillation 9. Lubricate upper and lower pivots with grease. Start engine and
cycle frame tilt fully left and right several times to purge air from hydraulic system. Lower boom
and shut off engine. Inspect for hydraulic leaks and repair as necessary. Mount or support
cylinder vertically, with rod end down. Hydraulic oil in cylinder will drain out during
disassembly. Place a suitable pan or tray under the cylinder. Remove pivot bushings Item 1
using a bushing driver and hammer or press. Drive one bushing all the way through to remove
other bushing. Tighten indicator screws. The cylinder is mounted vertically with the base end
secured to the frame and the rod end mounted to the rear axle. Page Installation Frame Tilt and
Oscillation 6. Slowly loosen each check valve Item 16 on control block labeled 3. After pressure
has been released, torque check valves to 50 ft-lbs. Tag and disconnect three 3 hydraulic hoses
Items 5 and 6 at oscillation control block. Check oil level in hydraulic reservoir and add as
necessary. Place a suitable pan or tray under cylinder. Page Frame Tilt and Oscillation 2.
Lubricate new O-ring, backup ring, seals, and wear rings with hydraulic oil and install on head
Item 8. When the oscillation lock system is in UNLOCK mode, the control block allows hydraulic
fluid to freely pass into and out of the cylinder. Page Frame Tilt and Oscillation 5. Place a
suitable drip pan under rear oscillation lock cylinder. Wear proper eye and hand protection
when releasing pressure from cylinder. For installation procedures when the cylinder has been
removed, see below. Note position of hydraulic fittings installed in block body then remove
fittings. Pressure Reducing Cartridge 2. Remove pressure reducing cartridge Item 15 and two 2
check valve cartridges Item Install two 2 backup rings and O-ring on each pilot piston Item 14 so
O-ring is between backup rings. Lubricate backup rings and O-ring on each pilot piston and
install pistons in block body. Page Installation Frame Tilt and Oscillation 3. Re-install inner jam
nut on proximity switch for safekeeping. Installation Boom Elevation Proximity 1. Position outer
jam nut Item 4 on switch body Item 3 at previously Switch marked position. Page Frame Tilt and
Oscillation The following illustration identifies the components that are referred to throughout
this section. Intermediate drop does not refer to an operational rpm shift or drop. Transmission
Performance Specification Performance criteria is based on full throttle engine speed unless
otherwise specified or not applicable. Wait until they have cooled before proceeding. Page

Transmission Removal Transmission Important:To help ensure safety and optimum
performance, replace the transmission if it is damaged. Refer to the appropriate parts manual
for ordering information. Cleanliness is of extreme importance. Before attempting to remove the
transmission, thoroughly clean the exterior of the transmission to help prevent dirt from
entering during the replacement process. Thoroughly clean the transmission and surrounding
area, including all hoses and fittings, before proceeding. Place a suitable receptacle under the
transmission drain plug. Remove the transmission drain plug 2 , and allow the transmission oil
to drain into the receptacle. Label and disconnect the transmission temperature switch
connector and shift solenoid wiring harness connectors. Remove the capscrew securing the
black wire to the transmission housing, and disconnect the wire. DO NOT reinstall the capscrew
at this time. The transmission may move while hoisting it out of the chassis. Carefully move the
transmission and adjust the sling as needed. Keep fingers, hands, legs and other body parts
clear of the transmission. Carefully remove the transmission from the vehicle. Avoid causing
damage to the transmission or surrounding parts. Attach the transmission to the rear mounting
bracket 6 with two capscrews 4 and two lockwashers 5. Torque the capscrews to lb-ft Nm.
Install four capscrews 11 , four flat washer 12 , four lockwashers 13 and four hex nuts Install the
transmission-to-axle drive shafts. Clean the transmission oil filter mounting surface. Install the
new filter and torque to lb-ft Nm. Page Transmission Shift Logic Transmission 8. Back flush the
transmission oil cooler portion of the radiator or the oil cooler located behind the radiator with
oil and compressed air until all foreign material is removed. Flushing in the direction of normal
oil flow does not adequately clean the cooler. If needed, remove the radiator or oil cooler from
the machine. Page Transmission Troubleshooting Transmission Note:Contact the JLG Service
Department at or , if internal transmission repair is required during the warranty period. Low
clutch pressure. Incorrect oil level. Fill transmission to correct level with Universal Tractor
Fluid. Main pressure valve stuck open. Clean the valve spool and housing. Oil level too low. Fill
oil to correct level. Refer to from transmission. Drain transmission and fill to 2. Transmission
filled with incorrect correct level with Universal oil. Page Axle Assembly Manuals. Note: Several
special axle service tools are required to properly service the axle assemblies. Contact the local
JLG parts distributor for ordering information. Exercise extreme care when using snap rings or
spring-loaded retention devices. Damage to axle components can occur. Remove and install
end yokes and flanges by following the recommended proce- dures in the appropriate axle
service manual. Page Axles and Brakes from the machine. NEVER check for leaks using any
part of the human body; use a piece of cardboard or wood instead. Wear heavy, protective
gloves and eye protection. Raise the machine using a suitable jack or hoist. Place suitable
supports under both sides of the frame and lower the machine onto the supports. Ensure that
the machine will remain in place during axle removal. Page Axle Service And Troubleshooting
This section provides an easy reference guide covering the most common problems that may
occur during operation of the axles. Page Drive Shafts Axles and Brakes Detailed axle service
instructions covering the axle, differential, brakes and wheel-end safety, repair, disassembly,
reassembly, adjustment and troubleshooting information are provided in the Axle Repair
Manuals. The axle should be checked, serviced and repaired only by experienced service
technicians who are aware of all safety instructions and particular component features. Place an
Accident Prevention Tag on both the ignition key switch and steering wheel, stating that the
machine should not be operated. Page Axles and Brakes 6. Apply grease to grease fitting on
slip yoke. Drive Shaft Installation Important: To help ensure optimum performance, the drive
shaft assemblies are specially balanced as a unit at the factory. When servicing any flange
yoke, slip yoke or drive shaft tube, order a complete assembly if components are bent or
damaged. It has a oil volume of cubic inches and gas volume of cubic inches, with a bore size of
four inches. The pneumatic accumulator is operated by compressed gas. Gas and hydraulic oil
occupy the same container. An explosion could result if oil and oxygen mix under pressure.
Always fill an accumulator with dry nitrogen. Nitrogen gas is free of water vapor and oxygen
which makes it harmless to parts and is safe to use. This will depress open the core in the gas
valve. Crack open nitrogen bottle valve and slowly fill the accumulator. Close the nitrogen bottle
valve when gauge indicates desired pre-charge pressure psi. Page Towing A Disabled Machine
Important: In the event the vehicle is disabled and cannot be moved under engine power, the
situation must be properly evaluated and dealt with on an individual basis. Contact your local
JLG Service Department at or for specific instructions for your particular situation. Page
Manually Releasing The Park Brake Axles and Brakes Manually Releasing the Park Brake If it is
necessary to tow the vehicle a short distance to avoid a potentially hazardous situation such as
being in an unsafe area on the worksite or on a roadway, prepare the vehicle for towing as
follows; 1. Place blocks or other means of support under the front and rear corners of the
outrigger frame. Page Outrigger Cylinders Outriggers 5. Install as many shims Item 7 as needed

on shaft assembly to fill the gap measured in Step 3. Note: Shims are available in three different
sizes â€” 16, 20, and 24 gauge. Reinstall the outrigger on the shaft assembly and secure it with
a capscrew Item 20 , lockwasher Item 19 , and nut Item Page Removal Outriggers The outrigger
cylinders have an operating pressure of psi and have a Each cylinder includes four bushings.
Care must be taken when removing and lifting the cylinders to prevent personal injury or
equipment damage. Place blocking device under the top of the outrigger cylinder. Remove the
capscrew Item 12 and lockwasher Item 13 from the lock pin Item Page Outriggers a. Place a
socket wrench over each counterbalance valve cartridge Items 3 and 8. Carefully and slowly,
turn the cartridge out of the manifold block to release pressure in cylinder. Page Differential
Pressure Switch Outriggers Lubricate counterbalance valve cartridges O-rings with clean
hydraulic oil. Install cartridges in the manifold block. Lubricate a new O-ring with hydraulic oil
and install it inside the piston seals rod to piston. Lubricate new seal and wear rings with
hydraulic oil and install them on the piston. Page
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Installation Outriggers Ref. Disconnect the wire harness Item 4 at the boom extension proximity
switch Item 2. Place a piece of masking tape around the proximity switch body at the outer jam
nut Item 3. Page Outrigger Control Valves Outriggers 1. Check the gap between switch and
boom. The gap must be within the range specified in Fig. If the boom extension proximity light
does not illuminate when the boom is extended to the specified distance approximately 21 feet
with a tilting tower or 25 feet with a standard carriage , adjust the proximity switch to slightly
reduce the gap. Page Installation Outriggers 6. Remove the two 2 nuts Item 13 , lockwashers
Item 12 , and capscrews Item 5 securing each valve section to the control panel Item Remove
the outrigger valve sections. Installation Outrigger Control Valve Ref. Page Outriggers JLG
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